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ABSTRACT 
Francesco Cavalli was the most renowned composer of opera in 
seventeenth-century Venice. Though Cavalli's operas have enjoyed a surge in 
popularity and interest in recent years, his sacred works remain largely 
unknown. Cavalli published only a small portion of his compositional output, 
and his Musiche Sacre Concernenti of 1656 contains the largest source of his 
acred music in concertato style, representing a fusion of his sacred and secular 
compositional worlds. 
The purpose of this study is threefold. The first is to provide a modern 
performing edition of each motet governed by the same editorial principles that 
will serve scholars and performers by providing a performing edition based on 
the Gesamtausgabe tradition of complete works of a single composer. The 
second is to explore the musical, liturgical, and historical context and 
significance of his motets as pertains to executing an informed performance. 
The third is to promote the music of Francesco Cavalli in general. 
v 
The motets of the collection include eleven psalms, five hymns, the 
Magnificat, and the four Marion antiphons, employable in various Vesper 
services of the liturgical year. 
Part I of this study will serve as the Critical Commentary to the edition. 
Chapter 1 examines Cavalli's life and work. Chapter 2 contains analyses of the 
motets. Chapter 3 discusses the liturgical contexts of the motets as well as the 
historical background of the collection in relation to Seicento Venice. Chapter 4 
explores issues of performance practice such as ensemble size, voicing, the 
appropriate choice of instruments, pitch center, continuo practice, tempo, metric 
relationships, coronas, dynamics, and missing verses. 
Part II will present the performing edition of each motet in full score with 
a critical report. Sources and editorial methods will be discussed, and detailed 
critical notes will be provided. Appendices including the motets' texts, 
translations, and instrumental parts are provided. 
vi 
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Francesco Cavalli (1602-1676) was the most renowned composer of opera 
in seventeenth-century Venice. He also spent virtually all of his life in musical 
service to the Basilica of St. Mark and other Venetian churches as a singer, 
organist, composer, and maestro di cappella. Cavalli's operas have enjoyed a surge 
in popularity and interest in recent years, but his sacred works remain largely 
unknown. Though a prolific composer, only two major publications by Cavalli 
were ever printed, and few of his sacred works survive due to this reluctance to 
publish. 
The Musiche Sacre Concernenti of 1656 contains the largest source of his 
sacred music in concertato style, representing a fusion of the composer's sacred 
and secular compositional worlds. The publication is large in content, containing 
a concerted mass, eleven psalms, five hymns, the Magnificat, the four Marian 
antiphons, and six instrumental pieces, providing performers with materials for 
the major Vesper services of the liturgical year, and a lavish mass for any special 
celebration of the Eucharist. This mixture of hymns and antiphons alongside 
psalms, and the inclusion of independent instrumental sonatas with vocal works, 
make it an atypical collection for the time. Aside from a handful of pieces, the 
twenty-one motets from his Musiche Sacre are not available in a modern edition. 
Fortunately, several collections of the partbooks from the original publication 
survive, from which modern scores can be constructed. 
The purpose of this study is threefold. The first is to provide a modern 
performing edition of each motet governed by the same editorial principles that 
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generally serve both scholars and performers by providing a performing edition 
based on the Gesamtausgabe tradition of complete works of a single composer. 
The Civico Museo Bibliografico Musicale in Bologna houses a complete set of the 
twelve partbooks of the original publication that will serve as the source material 
for this edition. Secondly, these newly created modern scores will be used to 
explore the musical, liturgical, and historical context and significance of these 
motets as pertains to executing an informed performance. The final purpose of 
this study is to promote the music of Francesco Cavalli in general. 
Part I of this study will serve as the Critical Commentary to the edition. 
Chapter 1 examines Cavalli's life and work, including his work as a church 
musician and as a famed composer of opera. Chapter 2 contains analyses of the 
motets. Chapter 3 discusses the liturgical contexts of the motets, including an 
examination of Vespers sequences for which they would be appropriate. Chapter 
4 discusses issues of performance practice such as ensemble size, voicing, the 
appropriate choice of instruments, pitch center, continuo practice, tempo, metric 
relationships, coronas, dynamics, and missing verses. 
Part II will present the performing edition of each motet in full score with 
a critical report. Sources and editorial methods will be discussed, and detailed 
critical notes will be provided. 
Appendices including the motets' texts, translations, and instrumental 
parts are provided. 
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PART I: CRITICAL COMMENTARY 
CHAPTER I 
The Life and Work of Francesco Cavalli 
Francesco Cavalli was born Pier Francesco Caletti on February 14, 1602 in 
the town of Crema in the Lombardy region of northern Italy.1 He was 
encouraged in music in his early years by his father. Young Francesco was found 
to possess an outstanding singing voice and entered the choir of the Duomo in 
Crema where he was noticed by the Venetian Rettore, Federico Cavalli. He was a 
popular governor who offered to take Francesco to Venice with him and give 
him all the benefits of Venetian musical life. Francesco's family consented, and 
upon arrival in Venice he was given a temporary home with the Cavalli family. 
He adopted their name in courteous recognition of their generosity? 
By the seventeenth-century, Venice had been the wealthiest and most 
powerful of all the Italian states for a hundred years due to its metropolitan 
character and thriving commerce. After a series of military defeats, the city 
concerned itself with presenting the picture of a perfect political state that could 
provide the ideal conditions for the nurturing of a culture that would teach and 
inspire the world.3 Venice held a unique place within Catholicism, spanning 
centuries before the relics of St. Mark were brought to the Republic. The city 
cherished both its sacred and secular roots, and churches in Venice were 
1 Thomas Walker and Irene Aim, "Cavalli," in Stanley Sadie, ed., The New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians (London: Macmillan, 2001), V, 302. 
2 Jane Glover, Cavalli (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978), 12-13. 
3 lain Fenlon, The Ceremonial City (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007), 326-327. 
3 
characterized by a union of the two. Both regular church holidays and important 
political and religious occasions were celebrated with pomp.4 St. Mark's Basilica 
was essentially the ducal chapel, with Venetian society as its congregation and 
audience for elaborate liturgical rituals with prominent civic overtones.5 The 
basilica was therefore a physical union of the religious and political power of 
Venice, housing the relics of St. Mark, and serving as a center point of the festival 
life of the city.6 In December of 1617, Cavalli was accepted into the choir of St. 
Mark's as a soprano by Monteverdi? His ability as a keyboard player is 
supported by his appointment as a part-time organist at SS. Giovanni e Paolo on 
March 18, 1620.8 
Cavalli continued to establish himself as a well-rounded musician by 
offering compositions of his own along side his contemporaries for inclusion in 
the 1625 collection of sacred motets entitled Ghirlanda Sacra. By 1627, Cavalli was 
a tenor soloist frequently employed around Venice on an ad hoc basis for the 
celebration of great musical festivals. 9 E. G. Zittio, author of Le Case Notabili e 
Maravilgiose della cittd di Venezia, said of Cavalli: "Truly Francesco Cavalli has no 
equal in Italy, either in his exquisite singing, in the worth of his organ-playing, 
and in his exceptional musical compositions ... "10 
4 Ellen Rosand, "Music in the Myth of Venice," Renaissance Quarterly 30 (1977): 516. 
5 Fenlon, The Ceremonial City, 82. 
6 Rosand, "Music in the Myth of Venice," Renaissance Quarterly: 517. 
7 George Buelow, A History of Baroque Music (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 
2004), 84. 
8 Denis Arnold, "Francesco Cavalli: Some Recently Discovered Documents," Music & Letters 46 
(1965): 50. . 
9 Glover, Cavalli, 13-14. 
10 Eleanor Selfridge-Field, Venetian Instrumen tal Music from Gabrieli to Vivaldi (New York: Praeger 
Publishers, 1974), 150. 
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On January 7, 1630, Cavalli married the wealthy widow Maria Sosomeno, 
acquiring instant financial security11 and responsibility for Maria's dependents, 
as well as her considerable properties.12 That same year, Venice was struck by 
plague brought to northern Italy from French and German troops the previous 
year. The city lost a third of its population to the plague within sixteen months, a 
tragedy felt within the musical circles of Venice in the form of diminished 
quantities of singers and artistic events.13 In December of 1630, Cavalli was 
relieved of his post at SS. Giovanni e Paolo because the plague prohibited him 
from entering the church during the period of contagion.14 
The city enjoyed a sense of relief in the following decade as the effects of 
the plague subsided, and the popularity of theater grew as a welcome 
divertissement from the fear of death15, making Venice the perfect soil in which 
the seeds of opera could take root.16 Francesco Manelli, a singer and composer 
employed at St. Mark's was given license to open a public opera house in 1637. 
Named San Cassiano, it hosted the premieres of Monteverdi's Arianna and 
L 'incoronazione di Poppea. 17 Cavalli joined this group of theatrical entrepreneurs 
and in 1639 his first opera Le Nozze di Tito e di Peleo was premiered.18 The 
11 Stephen Rose, "Music in the market-place," in The Cambridge History of Seventeenth-centun; 
Music, ed. Tim Carter and John Butt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 84. 
12 Walker and Aim, "Cavalli," in The NeuJ Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 303. 
13 Denis Arnold, "Cavalli at St Mark's," Early Music 14 (1976) : 268. 
14 Arnold, "Francesco Cavalli: Some Recently Discovered Documents," Music & Letters: 55. 
15 Edward Muir, "Why Venice? Venetian Society and the Success of Early Opera," The Journal of 
Interdisciplinary History 36 (2006): 349. 
16 Beth L. Glixon and Jonathan E. Glixon, "Marco Faustini and Venetian Opera Production in the 
1650s: Recent Archival Discoveries," The Journal of Musicology 10 (1992): 48. 
17 Muir, "Why Venice? Venetian Society and the Success of Early Opera," The Journal of 
Interdisciplinan; History: 337. 
18 Ellen Rosand, "Commentary: Seventeenth-Century Venetian Opera As Fondamente Nuove, " 
Journal of Interdisciplinary History 36 (2006): 416. 
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publisher and musician Giovanni Volpe extolled Cavalli's ability "to set his texts 
to noble music, to sing them incomparably, and to accompany them with delicate 
precision."19 By 1640, opera was a major part of Venetian life20 with multiple 
opera houses offering performances to an enthusiastic public. Operatic activity 
reached its height by 1642,21 with no fewer than six opera houses open during the 
Carnival season?2 
Despite the fact that Cavalli won the post of second organist at St. Mark's 
in 1639, the 1640s were difficult years, marked by a series of deaths. His father 
with whom he had little contact died in 1642. His friend and mentor Monteverdi 
passed away in 1643, as did his mother-in-law in 1644. Two years later, his 
stepdaughter Claudia died, as did her daughter Bianca the following year. In 
1651, his operatic colleague Faustini died, and a year later Cavalli's wife Maria 
also passed away. Remarkably, Cavalli's professional career continued 
unaffected despite this series of deaths?3 . 
After much persuasion by the Venetian printer Alessandro Vincenti, 
Cavalli published the Musiche Sacre in 1656. In its dedication, Cavalli states: 
My talent has always been far from the presses; and I have consented 
to let my weak creations travel where fortune may carry them by 
means of the pen rather than by means of the printing press. Finally, 
however, I let myself be persuaded by the entreaties of Mr. 
Alessandro Vincenti, who- after I had long persisted in my own 
frame of mind - succeeded in winning me over and making me bold 
19 Francesco Bussi, "La produzione sacra di Cavalli e i suoi rapporti con quella di 
Monteverdi," Rivista Italiana di Musico logia 2 (1967): 236. 
20 Muir, "Why Venice? Venetian Society and the Success of Early Opera," The Journal of 
Interdisciplinary History: 347. 
21 Ellen Rosand, "Venice, 1580-1680," in The Early Baroque Era, ed. Curtis Price (Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: Prentice Hall, 1993), 91. 
22 Ibid., 94. 
23 Glover, Cavalli, 20-21. 
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to expose to the universe the weak outlines of my notes. If you receive 
pleasure from them, the credit goes to him. And similarly, if you find 
them tedious, do not complain to me, for I did not mean to bring you 
this nuisance for any purpose other than to gratify a friend, who 
persuaded me with his kindness?4 
This reluctance to publish has many possible explanations, one of which may 
have come from Cavalli's work with opera. Venetian opera composers wrote for 
an immediate audience. Performers worked from quickly copied manuscripts 
and scores were rarely printed.25 In fact, all of Cavalli's operas were left in 
manuscript form.26 Though Cavalli was celebrated as the greatest composer of 
opera in seventeenth-century Venice, he refused to print a single score. Perhaps 
this reluctance to print applied to his sacred music as well. Alternately, it may be 
that Cavalli fell victim to the decline in musical publication that occurred in 
Venice after 1650.27 Whatever the reason, the reluctance persisted, and it would 
be nineteen years before he would publish another collection. 
Cavalli was the leading composer of opera during the mid seventeenth-
century. Of his surviving works, all of which are vocal, thirty operas can be 
solidly attributed to him, with an additional ten as possibilities.28 He composed 
one or two operas every season, and his output documents the evolution of the 
opera form well into the 1660s.29 Cavalli was so renowned that in 1658 he was 
24 James Moore, "Vespers at St Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and 
Francesco Cavalli" (PhD. diss., University of Michigan, 1981), 124. 
25 Selfridge-Field, Venetian Instrumental Music from Gabrieli to Vivaldi, 38. 
26 Francesco Bussi, bio-bibliographical and critical preface to Sei pezzi vocali sacri 
(inediti) on basso continuo, by Francesco Cavalli (Milan: Ricordi, 1998), VII. 
27 James H. Moore, Vespers at St Mark 's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco 
Cavalli (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan, 1981), 52. 
28 Tim Carter, "Masks and Illusion: Italian opera after 1637," in The Cambridge History of 
Seventeenth-century Music, ed. Tim Carter and John Butt (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2005), 245. 
29 Buelow, A History of Baroque Music, 84. 
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paid more for writing one opera than for all his duties at St. Mark's.30 
Collaboration with his librettist Faustini established the conventions of dramma 
per musica, such as the love duet, the prison scene, the invocation, the lullaby, 
and the lament. In his operas, Cavalli's musical settings are a response to the 
meaning of the text, not to its form.31 Though he at first followed the monodic 
style of Monteverdi, he shifted toward the greater use of aria in the operas of the 
1640s. A hallmark of his style involved the melding of recitative into and out of 
arioso freely.32 At the height of his career Cavalli's contemporaries imitated his 
techniques, and his reputation was considerable both at home and abroad, as is 
evidenced by his invitations to Milan, Florence, Piacenza, and Paris.33 
In 1659, Cavalli was invited to compose the wedding opera for the 
marriage of Louis XIV to Maria Theresa of Spain in Paris, further demonstrating 
his value as a composer.34 The Parisian royal wedding was extravagant and 
entailed the construction of a new theatre and the commissioning of an opera. 
Cavalli arrived in Paris in July of 1660, and was immediately confronted by the 
first of many problems that would beleaguer his stay in France. The new theater 
was unfinished, so his premiere was postponed and an earlier opera had to be 
revived with adjustments for a Parisian audience and mounted in a different 
venue. Ballets by Lully were inserted to suit Parisian tastes and were received 
more favorably than Cavalli's own music. When the original commission, Ercole 
30 Glixon and Glixon, "Marco Faustini and Venetian Opera Production in the 1650s: Recent 
Archival Discoveries," The Journal of Musicology: 64. 
31 Rosand, "Venice, 1580-1680," in The Early Baroque Era: 94-95. 
32 Walker and Alm, "Cavalli," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 305. 
33 Glover, Cavalli, 149-151. 
34 Walker and Alm, "Cavalli," in The N ew Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 303. 
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Amante, was finally mounted in 1662 it failed to please, and by August of the 
same year Cavalli was back in Venice distraught from his experiences, so much 
so that he stated he never wished to write theatrical works again.35 Cavalli's 
operatic style was no longer abreast of current trends. His ability to produce a 
fluent and closely integrated combination of music and drama differed from the 
contemporary preference for clearly delineated recitatives and exhibition arias.36 
Upon the death of Rovetta in 1668, Cavalli became maestro di cappella of St. 
Mark's.37 In 1675, he published a collection of three vesper sets including the 
Vespri della Beata Vergine, Vespera delle Domeniche, e altre Salmi, and the Vespera 
delle Cinque Laudate. The publication ignored current compositional trends and 
reverted to the antiphonal traditions of the basilica based on stile antico 
counterpoint. The motets are scored for double choir and continuo, and the 
music is competent if not slightly automatic.38 The final piece that Cavalli 
composed was his Missa pro defunctis, also from 1675. It, too, is scored for double 
choir and continuo in stile antico.39 It highlights all the possibilities of its texture 
using madrigal-style counterpoint, and creates dramatic contrasts by the 
juxtapositions of texture, harmony, tessitura, and meter. 
35 John Walker Hill, Baroque Music (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2005), 209. 
36 Rosand, "Commentary: Seventeenth-Century Venetian Opera As Fondamente Nuove," Journal 
of Interdisciplinary Histon;: 414. 
3 Moore, ''Vespers at St Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco 
Cavalli" (PhD. diss., University of Michigan, 1981), 155. 
38 Francesco Bussi, introduction to Vesperi by Francesco Cavalli, (Milan: Edizioni Suvini Zerboni, 
1995), I. 
39 Francesco Bussi, critical report to Missa pro defunctis by Francesco Cavalli, (Milan: Edizioni 
Suvini Zerboni, 1978), XXIX. 
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Cavalli died on January 14, 1676/0 and though his musical legacy will be 
remembered for its contributions to opera, the contribution to sacred music made 
by him and his contemporaries cannot be overlooked. Cavalli was personally 
visited by the German composer and organist Johann Philipp Krieger (1649-
1725), and possibly the German poet and hymnist Johann Franck (1618-1677).41 
The sacred music of Seicento Venice influenced the tradition of polyphonic music 
in Germany carried on by Gregor Aichinger, Johann Grabbe, and Heinrich 
Schiitz.42 The chromatic writing of his Requiem can be seen as a precursor to that 
of Lotti.43 Even without personal contact, Cavalli was instrumental in stabilizing 
the quickly changing forms of the seconda prattica to the benefit of later 
composers.44 
As a teacher in Venice, Cavalli directly influenced a generation of 
composers. Two of his pupils were Francesca Grimani and Betta Mocenigo, the 
former a Venetian noblewoman/5 and the latter a nun. He also taught his friends 
Caliari and Volpe.46 His most famous pupil by far was Barbara Strozzi. The most 
celebrated female composer of her age, she published nine volumes of arias, 
madrigals, motets, and cantatas.47 
40 Walker and Aim, "Cavalli," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 304. 
41 Ibid., 302 - 303. 
42 Tim Carter, Music in Late Renaissance and Early Baroque Italy (London: B. T. Batsford Limited, 
1992), 121. 
43 Arnold, "Cavalli at St Mark's," Early Music: 274. 
44 Glover, Cavalli, 155. 
45 Pietro Guglielmi and Anton Boga da Rasa, Poesie ltaliane, e Latine perle Gloriose Nozze dell' 
Eccellenze Lora II Cavaliere Alvise Primo Mocenigo e Ia Nobil Donna Francesca Grimani (Venice: Luigi 
Pavani, 1766), xi. 
46 Ibid., 151. 
47 Wendy Heller, "Usurping the Place of the Muses," in The World of Baroque Music, ed. George B. 




The twenty-one motets of the Musiche Sacre range in style from the 
intimate to the spectacular. In them, Cavalli utilizes the three compositional 
styles of the early Baroque Period, including monodies for solo voice or voices 
and continuo, small-scale works in concertato style for few voices with or 
without accompanying instruments, and large-scale concertato works based on 
the cori spezzati style of Giovanni Gabrieli.48 Cavalli embraces "novelty" and the 
"marvelous," the two principles at the root of seventeenth-century aesthetics, in 
the motets' composition, and in doing so, positively emphasizes imagination and 
experimentation, ideals at work in Venetian opera and in opposition to the 
Renaissance concept of art imitating nature.49 
The eleven psalms included in the Musiche Sacre are Dixit Dominus (109), 
Confitebor (110), Beatus vir (111), Laudate pueri (112), Laudate Dominum omnes gentes 
(116), Laetatus sum (121), Nisi Dominus (126), Lauda Jerusalem (147), Credidi (115), 
In convertendo (125), and Domine probasti me (138). The five hymns Iste Confessor, 
Exsultet Orbis, Deus Tuorum Militum, fesu Corona Virginum, and Ave Maris Stella. 
The four Marian antiphons are Ave Regina, Regina Caeli, Salve Regina, and Alma 
Redemptoris Mater. The Magnificat, the obligatory canticle of every vespers 
service, is also included. 
48 Buelow, A History of Baroque Music, 42. 
49 Mauro Calcagno, "Signifying Nothing: On the Aesthetics of Pure Voice in Early Venetian 


















Choirl Choir 2 Designated Optional Ripeino 
Title Singers Singers Concertato Instruments Singers and 
Instruments 
Dixit Dominus CATB CATB ..( Vn 1, Vn2, Vc ..( 
Confitebor CATB CATB ..( Vn 1, Vn2, Vc 
Beatus Vir ATB Vn 1, Vn2, Vc 
Laudate Pueri CATB CATB Vn 1, Vn2, Vc 
Laudate Dominum CATB CATB ..( Vn 1, Vn2, Vc ..( 
Laetatus Sum ATB Vn 1, Vn2, Va 1, Va 2, Va 3 
Nisi Dominus CATB Vn 1, Vn2, Vc 
Lauda Jerusalem CATB CATB ..( Vn 1, Vn2, Vc ..( 
Credidi CATB c Vn 1, Vn2, Vc 
In Convertendo CTB CT ..( Vc, Ti 
Domine Probasti CAB Vn 1, Vn2, Vc 
Iste Confessor c c Vn 1, Vn2, Vc 
Ave Maris Stella ATB Vn1, Vn2, Ti 
Jesu Corona Virginum ATB V nl, V n2, V c or Ti 
Exsultet Orbis CATB Vnl, Vn2, Vc or Ti 
Deus Tuorum Militum ATB Vn 1, Vn2, Vc 
Magnificat CATB CATB ..( Vn 1, Vn2, Vc ..( 
Ave Regina TB 
Regina Caeli ATB 
Salve Regina ATB T Vc or Ti 
Alma Redemptoris CATB c Vc orTi 
Abbreviations: C =canto, A = alto, T =tenore, B = basso, Vn = violino, Vc = violoncino, Va =viola, Ti = tiorba 















































Chart 1 contains a list of the motets, and notates the performing forces 
involved as well as whether or not Cavalli designated a motet as concertato or 
with optional ripieno singers and instruments. From the chart, it is clear that 
Cavalli intends for ripieno singers and instruments to join in the psalms for 
double-choir, save the Confitebor which he specifically designates as senza ripieni, 
perhaps to showcase the eight virtuoso singers necessary to perform the psalm in 
a more intimate musical texture. Cavalli's use of the concertato designation is 
confusing since many of the psalms that lack the distinction are clearly in 
concertato style, an idiom in which solo voices, chorus, and instruments are used 
in various combinations.50 In addition, In Convertendo has been designated 
concertato, but has a significantly smaller texture than the concerted double-choir 
psalms that Cavalli gives the same designation. 
In the Musiche Sacre, Cavalli utilizes both older and newer styles of 
composition.51 The larger psalms are indicative of this, creating textural contrast 
by juxtaposing tutti sections in the Venetian antiphonal polychoral tradition with 
soli sections written in the seconda prattica, often incorporating instrumental 
ritornelli and sinfonie.52 In Cavalli's operas, instruments were used for opening 
sinfonie, scenery changes, dances, and to reinforce the meaning of the text 
through repetition of important motives.53 Ritornelli usually occur between 
stanzas of strophic arias, whereas sinfonie are purely instrumental sections. 54 In 
the sacred music of the time, ritornelli were typically recurring instrumental 
50 Buelow, A History of Baroque Music, 18. 
51 Schulenberg, Music of the Baroque (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 44. 
52 Glover, Cavalli, 125-126. 
53 Selfridge-Field, Venetian Instrumental Music from Gabrieli to Vivaldi, 158. 
54 Schulenberg, Music of the Baroque, 73. 
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segments within larger vocal works, whereas sinfonie were non-repeating 
instrumental segments within vocal works.55 While no Seicento performance of 
these sacred pieces included dances or scenery changes, and none of the motets 
begins with an instrumental passage, the sinfonie and ritornelli in the Musiche 
Sacre certainly reinforce texts through motivic repetition, and can be used to set 
the mood of the section to follow. The large-scale works probably date from after 
1640 when there was a move to rebuild the musical staff of the basilica after the 
plague.56 The solo sections in these motets use varied combinations of voices and 
styles, from counterpoint to monody with operatic melismas. 
The hymns and smaller-sized psalms use the same writing as the soli 
sections of the bigger psalms but do not use cori spezzati techniques. The hymns 
are necessarily simple and use instrumental ritornelli to separate the strophes. 57 
Melodies are short and dance-like/8 and are set over a flowing bass line. Metric 
changes are frequent, and hemiolas abound to foster rhythmic vitality. 
The Marian antiphons are the most intimate pieces in the collection. They 
lack the obbligato string parts of the other motets, and though Salve Regina and 
Alma Redemptoris Mater have an optional theorbo or violoncino part, it is 
essentially an occasional doubling of the bass line, so there are no ritornelli. 
Cavalli depends solely on the voices and text setting to meet his artistic end. 
These monodic motets generate musical interest through imitation, word 
repetition, meter changes, and text painting. 
55 Victor Coelho and Keith Polk, "Instrumental Music," in European Music 1520-1640, ed. James 
Haar (Woodbridge, UK: The Boydell Press, 2006), 549. 
56 Glover, Cavalli, 122. 
57 Arnold, "Cavalli at St Mark's," Early Music: 269. 
58 Schulenberg, Music of the Baroque, 85. 
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The motets of the Musiche Sacre share several compositional traits that can 
be called hallmarks of Cavalli's style. First, Cavalli is fond of overlapping 
sections by having the second anticipate its entry during the cadence of the first, 
as in mm. 33-34 of Beatus vir. Second, Cavalli follows wherever the texts 
suggest, abandoning four- and eight-bar phrases, and often extending phrases 
through word repetition, resulting in instances where the Doxology is lengthier 
than the psalm verses of the same motet.59 In special instances, Cavalli sets a 
small portion of text in repetition against full statements of the text in other 
voices, as in mm. 135 - 160 of Salve Regina. Another hallmark of Cavalli's style is 
the melodic use of the third through descending semitone, as in mm. 82-89 of In 
Convertendo. Fourth, Cavalli offsets a few voices from the other voices in tutti 
sections to give life to homophonic blocks, as seen in the canto 2 and alto 2 parts 
in mm. 35-42 of Laudate Dominum. The final trait of Cavalli's style is the 
influence of opera on his writing, appearing in the form of aria-like passages and 
musical moments reminiscent of opera scenes. Examples of the former include 
mm. 182-225 of Beatus vir, containing shifting meter and a ritornello, and mm. 
185- 239 of Nisi Dominus, with its virtuosic solo writing and interplay between 
voice and strings. 
An example of music akin to an opera scene can be found in mm. 114-
154 of Credidi. The serene and steady character of the canto 1 and canto 2 parts as 
they sing about the humility of being a servant of the Lord is contrasted by the 
quick rhythms and frequent melodic leaps of the alto, tenor, and bass parts as 
59 Glover, Cavalli, 136. 
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they sing of the chains that the Lord has broken on their behalf. It is not difficult 
to imagine this music as a secular operatic scene where the serene canto parts are 
a pair of lovers singing to each other, while the alto, tenor, and bass are a trio of 
conspirators plotting against them. 
From a vocal standpoint, Cavalli is a gifted melodist. As a professional 
singer, he understood the capacity of the human voice. His vocal writing is 
predominantly syllabic yet quite expressive. His melodies have straightforward 
motivic structures and are a composite of unequal and unbalanced phrases.60 He 
uses the natural setting of the words to give phrases rhythmic animation, as in 
the setting of "Donee ponam inimcos tuos, scabellum pedum" in mm. 33-48 of Dixit 
Dominus, or "ante faciem frigoris ejus quis sustinebit" in mm. 142- 155 of Lauda 
Jerusalem. 
Many Baroque compositions contain modal as well as tonal characteristics 
in varying proportions, 61 and the motets of the Musiche Sacre are no exception. 
Analysis of the collection lands squarely in the gray area between the prima 
prattica and the seconda prattica. None of the motets are composed entirely in the 
prima prattica, and portions of motets that are in the older style constitute only a 
short segment of their respective motet, and are most often written in cori 
spezzati, as in mm. 365 - 406 of Dixit Dominus, mm. 132- 141 of Laudate pueri, and 
mm. 52-77 of Lauda Jerusalem. 
60 Buelow, A History of Baroque Music, 86. 
61 Schulenberg, Music of the Baroque, 24. 
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As became increasingly commonplace, Cavalli does not assign a modal 
designation to any of the motets,62 and he breaks with the modal systems of 
Glareanus and Zarlino in several ways. First, he distorts the traditional modal 
characteristic of ambitus by extending the range of vocal lines so far as to create 
ambiguity between traditional authentic and plagal parameters. Second, the 
concept that authentic and plagal modes are by tradition vivacious and sad, 
respectively, is shunned by Cavalli, who often sets texts of varying character to 
the same modal framework, a custom common in the concerto style.63 Similarly, 
Cavalli eschews Bononcini' s claim that the natural melodic motion of authentic 
and plagal modes are upward and downward, respectively, 54 setting vocal lines 
that often ascend and descend more than an octave within the same modal 
framework. Finally, Cavalli prefers to compose in shorter musical motives that 
he can exploit in imitation rather than in musical subjects suitable for Zarlinian 
counterpoint. Indeed, he makes only one attempt at prima prattica counterpoint in 
mm. 318- 361 of the Magnificat, that quickly breaks down under the burden of 
more than four voices, having ignored Zarlino's admonishing to begin with 
perfecting consonances, avoid large leaps, and to carefully craft a subject that 
will yield primarily harmonic consonances.65 Cavalli shifts to less strict imitative 
techniques, altering the melodic subject and reducing the number of polyphonic 
voices by using smaller homophonic blocks. Though Cavalli looks more to 
62 Gregory Barnett, "Giovanni Maria Bononcini and the Uses of the Modes," The Journal of 
Musicology 25 (2008): 235. 
63 Giovanni Maria Bononcini, Musico prattico (Bologna: Giacomo Monti, 1673), 124. 
64 Ibid., 124. 
65 Giose£o Zarlino, Le Institutioni Harmoniche, trans. Guy A. Marco and Claude V. Palisca (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1968), 51-55. 
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seconda prattica techniques in the Musiche Sacre, certain basic concepts from the 
modal system such as modal finals, cadences on the third and fifth of the final, 
and the illumination of text through counterpoint via imitation are incorporated 
into Cavalli's compositional process as starting points from which to 
experiment.66 
Though it bears the strong mark of tonality, the Musiche Sacre cannot be 
viewed solely through such a lens. While chords in the newer style are 
constructed vertically upon a bass, they do not progress forward with the same 
functionality as they might in the music of later composers such as Handel or 
Bach. That is not to say that progressions do not exist. At cadences, in particular, 
the formula of pre-dominant followed by dominant, and then tonic is firmly in 
place. But none of the motets are in a given key per se, and they resist analysis 
through such a system. The concept of tonal context emerges as the most useful 
model through which to consider the collection. This tonal context is shaped by 
departure and arrival points within and between sections of music, and Cavalli's 
compositional process can be better understood through the sections that these 
points outline. 
Cavalli sets each verse, or sometimes half-verse, of text differently, using 
homophony, antiphony, imitation, or monody, and varying combinations of 
singers and instruments. These sections of music have clear tonal centers and 
distinct points of tonal departure and arrival defined by cadences. Within each 
section Cavalli relies heavily on the imitation and layering of short musical 
66 Beverly Stein, "Carissimi's Tonal System and the Function of Transposition in 
the Expansion of Tonality," The Journal of Musicology 19 (2002): 268, 304. 
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motives to create interesting harmonies and musical textures. In fact, texture can 
be seen as Cavalli's compositional end, supplanting harmonic progression and 
phrase structure as the most important element of form. In the Musiche Sacre, 
Cavalli shows himself to be unparalleled at composing a text-inspired motive of 
high musical quality, and weaving a web of musico-dramatic tension through its 
ingenious free imitation by increasing numbers of voices and instruments, 
culminating in a series of stretto entrances that lead to a grand tutti cadence. 
Such writing flourishes in the soli passages of the motets, whereas the 
homophonic passages involving all voices tend to employ imitation and 
antiphony with fewer possibilities for textural variance. 
An analysis of the psalm Dixit Dominus will illuminate these points. It is 
scored for eight voices in two choirs, two violins, violoncino, and basso continuo, 
with optional additional ripieni singers and instruments, and is through-
composed. 
Dixit Dominus Domino mea: (mm. 1 - 24) 
The piece begins homophonically with a tonal center of C-major. The text 
is set in a declamatory fashion, and the verse ends with an arrival pointinG-
major. The text is then repeated in a similar fashion, returning to C-major. Along 
the way, small breaks in the homophony are employed to avoid parallel voices, 
such as tenor 1 in m. 3, and canto 2 in m. 18. 
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Sede a dextris meis. (mm. 24 - 33) 
Note values are subdivided in this section, and the choirs are scored 
antiphonally with the strings accompanying Choir 1. Ripieni instruments may be 
used to double Choir 2. C-major serves as its tonal point of departure and arrival. 
Donee ponam inimicos tuos, scabellum pedum tuorum. (mm. 33- 48) 
Two motives provide the foundation for this section, the first presented in 
mm. 33 - 35 by bass 2, and the second presented in mm. 36 - 37 by canto 2. These 
motives are harmonized by the other voices of each choir, often utilizing the 
same rhythmic values. C-major serves as the departure point for Motive I. It is 
imitated in mm. 35- 37 by tenor 1 in G-major, then down an octave in mm. 40-
42 by bass 1, and back up an octave in mm. 42-44 by tenor 2. Motive II's point of 
departure is G-major. It is imitated down an octave and a fourth in mm. 37- 38 
by bass 2, then canto 1 and bass 2 repeat the motive down a third. This rapid 
imitation occurs again in mm. 43-46 beginning with canto 1, then down an 
octave and a fifth by bass 1 and the violoncino, then down a step by bass 2, down 
another step by bass 1 in m.45, and finally down another step by bass 2 in the 
same measure. All voices cadence together on a tonal arrival point of C-major in 
m.48. 
Virgam virtutis tuae emittet Dominus ex Sion: (mm. 49 - 95) 
The first word is announced homophonically in F-major. Thereafter, 
lighter textures are used. The first motive of this section is presented in mm. 51-
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56 by tenor 2 along with the basso continuo in F-major. Before the statement is 
finished, alto 2 begins the motive up a fifth in m. 59. Canto 2 merges with the 
motive up a fourth in m. 67. A string sinfonia begins in m. 75 with the motive in 
Violin 1 up a fifth, dovetailing canto 2's line. The second motive is presented by 
tenor 2 in mm. 56- 57. It is imitated up a fifth by alto 2 in m. 64, then up a fourth 
by canto 2 in m. 72, then up a fifth by Violin 1 in m. 80, then up a step by Violin 2 
in m. 81. It continues in similar fashion down a seventh by canto 2 in m. 85, then 
down a fifth by tenor 2 in m. 86, then up a third by alto 2 in m. 89, and finally up 
an octave and a second by Violin 1 in m. 90. The stretto quickens beginning in m. 
85, and upon the strings' entrance in m. 90, a tutti texture is finally achieved as 
variants of the second motive are traded before the group cadences on a tonal 
center of arrival inC-major. 
Dominare in media inimicorum tuorum. (mm. 96- 138) 
Antiphonal writing reappears in this section, with the first half of the 
verse set to longer note values, while the quicker note values used to set the 
second half evoke the conniving spirit of the "enemy" discussed in the text. This 
spirit can also be found in imitation of the melodic motive first encountered in 
mm. 105-106 in the alto 1. The motive is imitated no fewer than 33 times in the 
42 measures of this section. It then becomes the germ for antiphonal play 
between choirs in mm. 125 -133, where all voices join in the motive and its 
harmonization as the section ends on a tonal point of arrival inC-major. 
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As informative as the narrative of the former five sections has been, a 
chart of the same sections will prove more useful in examining Cavalli's music in 
terms of texture, motivic imitation, and tonal points of departure and arrival. 
Charts 1-21 provide a detailed analysis of each of the twenty-one motets in the 
Musiche Sacre. 
The charts detail the performing forces and compositional form for each 
motet. Each section of the piece is given a letter designation (i.e. A, B, A', etc.), 
and the text that begins each section is supplied. 
Beneath that, the major subdivisions of each section are designated by 
their corresponding measures. For example, 1-12 indicates that the first 
subdivision of the piece spans from measure 1 to measure 12. Any overlap of 
subdivisions due to a dovetailed entrance or a delayed cadence is indicated by 
"~" preceding or following the measure involved in the overlap. Thus, ~86-95 
would indicate that the first motive of the subdivision beginning in measure 86 
began in measure 85, but does not belong to the previous subdivision. 
Beneath the subdivisions on the chart, the number of measures that make 
up the phrases of each subdivision is detailed. For example, (2+3+7) would 
indicate that a particular subdivision is made up of three phrases lasting 2, 3, and 
7 measures, respectively. The number of measures accounted for in this phrase 
breakdown may at times exceed the number of measures allotted for the 
subdivision. This is due to Cavalli's penchant for overlapping phrases, and any 
confusion is quickly alleviated when the score is consulted. 
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Beneath each phrase grouping are the tonal points of departure and 
arrival. Major tonal centers are indicated in capital letters, while minor tonal 
centers are indicated in lowercase letters. They align beneath and between the 
phrase groupings for easy correspondence. Thus, C-F-a beneath the phrase 
grouping (6+7) would indicate that the subdivision began in a tonal center of C-
major, continued with a six-measure phrase that cadenced in a tonal center ofF-
major, and ended with a seven-measure phrase with a cadence in the tonal center 
of a-minor. 
Below the tonal points of arrival and departure, the texture of each 
subdivision is given in terms of participating parts. The following abbreviations 
are used: C = canto; A = alto; T =tenore; B =basso; Vn = violino; V c = violoncino; 
Va =viola; Tmb =trombone; and Ti = tiorba. 
Beneath these vertical distinctions, the motives involved in each section 
are indicated by the part that first announces the motive, and the measures that 
contain this statement. For example, 1: B2 (33-35) would indicate that Motive I is 
first announced by bass 2 in measures 33 through 35. 
All instances of imitation are similarly listed by part and measure of 
occurrence. This is perhaps the most useful feature of the chart, as it makes 
concisely explicit the way Cavalli builds texture through imitation. It makes it 
easy to track the increasing number of parts participating in imitation, as well as 
the increasing frequency with which these imitations occur. Finally, explanatory 
commentary on the music of the section is given at the bottom of the chart. 
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Chart 2- DIXIT DOMINUS 
PERFORMING FORCES: Choir 1 (CATB), Choir 2 (CATB), violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, basso continuo, and 
optional ripieni instruments 
FORM: ABCDEFGHI (Throughcomposed) 
A: Dixit Dominus Domino .. . 
Subdivisions: 1-12 13-24 24-33 33-40 40-48 
No. of measures: (2+3+7) (2+3+7) 10 (3+3+4) (3+3+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: C-C-C-G G-G-G-C C-C C-C-G-G G-G-G-C 
TEXTURE 
~ Choir 1: CATB CATB CATB CATB CATB 
Choir 2: CATB CATB CATB CATB CATB 
Strings: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: B2 (33-35) 
2: C2 (36-37) 
Imitation: 1: T1, Vc (35); B1, Vc (40); T2 (42) 
2: C2, B2 (37); B2 (38); C1 (43); B1, B2, Vc (44); B1, B2, Vc (45) 
Comments: The psalm begins homophonically. Antiphonal writing between choirs begins in the third 
subdivsion. 
B: Virgam virtu tis tuae ... 
Subdivisions: 












Choir 2: CATB T 
Strings: Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: T2 (51-56) 
2: T2 (56-57) 










2: A2 (64); C2 (72); Vn1 (80); Vn2 (81); C2 (85); T2 (86); A2 (89); Vn1 (90) 
Comments: 
C: Dominare in media .. . 
Subdivisions: 96-105 105-111 111-120 120-138 
No. of measures: 10 7 10 7+8+6 
Tonal departures 








CATB CATB CATB CATB 
CATB CATB CATB 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
1: A1 (105-106) 
1: T1, B1, V c (106); T1, B1, V c(107); B1, V c (108); C1 (120); B1, V c (121); B1, V c (122); B1, V c (123); C2 
T1 (126); A2 (127); B1, V c (128); B1, V c (129); Vn1, V c (130); A2 (132); A1, B2, V c (133); C1, B2, V c (134); 
B2, Vc (135) 
Comments: Each choir is set homophonically, while the two choirs are played against one another in antiphonal 
fashion. The strings are usually set in homophony with Choir 1. Reinforcement of Choir 2 can come 
from ripieni instruments. 
D: Tecum principium in ... 
Subdivisions: 139-148 148-160 160-169 169-181 181-190 
No. of measures: (3+4+5) (3+4+7) (3+4+5) (3+3+7) (3+4+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: C-C-G-C C-C-F-C C-C-G-C C-C-F-C C-C-G-C 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: A c 
Choir 2: 
Strings: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: Vn1 (139-141) 
N Imitation: 1: A1 (148); Vn1 (160); Vn1 (180) 
-......:] 
Comments: 
E: Dominus a dextris ... 
Subdivisions: 













Motives: 1: C1, B1, Vc (196-197) 







~ Imitation: 1: T1 (197); A2, B2, Vc (198); C2 (199); A1 (204); B2, Vc (206); 
2: B2 (200); C1, B1, Vc (201); T2 (203); C1 (211); B1, Vc (212); T2 (213); B2 (214); T1 (215); B1 (216) 
Comments: The homophony of the first subdivision quickly gives way to the disjunction of Motive 1, antiphonally 
set to highlight the 'breaking of kings' that accompany the Lord's wrath. Cavalli subtly alters the first 




F: Judicabit in nationibus ... 
Subdivisions: 221-226 226-235 235-243 ,..,244-252 252-261 ,..,262-267 
No. of measures: 6 (4+3+3) 9 (3+3+3) 10 (2+4) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: F-F F-C-G-D D-d F-C-G-D D-G C-F-C 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: CATB CATB CATB CATB CATB CATB 
Choir 2: CATB CATB CATB CATB CATB CATB 
Strings: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: See Comments 
Imitation: See Comments 
Comments: Once again, each choir is set homophonically, while the two choirs are played against one another in 
antiphonal fashion. The enormous repetition of text in this section highlights the impending 
'ruination of nations' set forth in the text. Cavalli uses a meter change in m. 261 to slow the 
momentum before all voices cadence together. 
G: De torrente in ... 
Subdivisions: 268-272 
No. of measures: (2+2+2) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: C-C-G-C 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: CT 
Choir 2: 
Strings: 
Motives: 1: T1 (268-269) 
2: T1 (271-272) 





~ Imitation: 1: C1 (270); B1 (279); T1 (281) 





3: C1 (275); T1 (278); T1, B1 (283); C1 (284); C1, T1, B1 (287); C1, B1 (290); C1, T1 (291) 
Comments: The rushing 'torrent' is painted with the sixteenth-notes in Motive 1. The 'exalted head' of Motive 3 is 
painted with a virtuosic melisma. 
H: Gloria Patri et ... 
Subdivisions: 297-299 300-308 309-321 321-329 
No. of measures: 3 (4+5) (4+4+5) (4+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: C-C C-G-C C-G-G-C C-G-C 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: CATB 
Choir 2: CATB A 
Strings: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: Vn1, Vc (300-303) 
Imitation: 1: Vn1, Vc (304); A2 (309); A2 (313); Vn1, Vc (321); Vn1, Vc (325) 
(JJ 
~--' Comments: See below 
I: Gloria Patri et [2] ... 
Subdivisions: 







330-333 334-349 350-365 365-388 ~388-406 407-409 
4 (4+4+5+4) (3+6+7) (10+9+6) (9+ 11) 3 
C-G G-D-G-C-C F-F-D-C C-G-C-C C-G-C F-C 
CATB CATB CATB CATB CATB 
CATB ATB CATB CATB CATB CATB 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: from section H 
w Imitation: 1: T2, B2 (334); T2, B2 (335); Vc (337); T2, B2 (338); T2, B2 (339); Vc (341); A2, T2, B2 (342); A2, B2 (343); 
Vn2, Vc (346); Vn1 (347) N 
Comments: The Doxology begins with interplay between soli and tutti until m. 350 when a homophonic tutti 
signals the end of the psalm. In m. 365, the choirs, each set homophonically, proceed antiphonally 
with Choir 1 singing "Semper, semper, et in saecula" while Choir 2 sings " Gloria Patri, gloria Filio". 
The choirs trade texts in m. 373. An interesting and intentional cross relation is found in mm. 367-368 
as Cavalli moves from B-flat major to G major. After repeated interplay, the two choirs cadence 
together and the psalm ends with a tutti coda. 
Chart 3 - CONFITEBOR 
PERFORMING FORCES: Choir 1 (CATB), Choir 2 (CATB), violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, and basso continuo. 
Cavalli specifies this motet to be without ripieno instruments. 
FORM: ABCDEFG (Throughcomposed) 
A: Confttebor tibi Domine ... 
Subdivisions: 1-3 4-16 16-31 31-45 
No. of measures: 3 (4+4+7) (6+4+8) (8+8) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: F-F F-C-G-C C-C-G-F F-B b -F 
TEXTURE 
w Choir 1: CATB CATB CATB 
w Choir 2: CATB 
Strings: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: C1 (4-7) 
2: B1 (10-11) 
Imitation: 1: A1 (7); T1 (13); B1 (21) 
2: A1 (16); T1 (17); C1 (21); T2 (24); B1 (25); A1 (26); T1 (27); Vn2 (31); V c (32); Vn1 (33); V c (34); 




B: Magna opera Domini ... 
Subdivisions: 
















1: A2 (53) 
2: C1 (73-76) 
3: C1 (80-81) 
65-72 73-89 89-98 
(4+5) (4+4+ 10) (5+6) 
F-C-F F-F-C-F F-C-F 
CATB 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Imitation: 1: B2 (56); C2 (60); T2, B2 (61); Vn1, Vc (65); Vn1 (68); Vn2 (69); Vc (70) 
2: A1, T1, B1 (76) 
3: A1 (SO); T1 (81); B1 (83); C1 (84); Vn1, Vn2, V c (89); Vn1, Vn2, V c (93) 
Comments: The first subdivision is homophonic and utilizes widely spaced tutti chords to illustrate the 
'greatness' of God's works. The sinfonias in the third and fifth subdivisions are built using the 
motives of the subdivisions that precede them. 
C: Memoriam fecit mirabilium ... 
Subdivisions: 











Motives: See Comments 
w Imitation: See Comments 
()l 
122-146 146-170 170-194 
(7+4+ 11 +4) (11 +8+8) (7+5+11+5) 
F-F-C-C-F F-C-F-F F-F-C-C-F 
T c 
B 
Comments: The basso continuo repeats the same music in each subdivision. The soloists sing different melodies 
above it, providing contrast to each repetition. 
UJ 
Subdivisions: 













Motives: 1: A2 (194-195) 
2: A2 (205-206) 
E: Sanctum et terribile ... 
220-228 228-235 ,..,236-242 
(4+5) (2+5) (2+5) 
D-D-G C-a-B b B b -g-F 
CATB CATB CATB 
CATB CATB CATB 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
0\ Imitation: 1: T2 (194); C2 (196); B2 (197); Vn1, Vn2 (201); Vc (203) 
2: C2, T2 (206); B2 (207); Vn2, V c (209); Vn1 (210); A2, T2 (212); C2, C2 (213); Vn1, V c (214); A2, B2, 
Vn2 (215); C2, V c (216) 
Comments: The D-rnajor tutti chord that begins Section E provides a surprising harmony following the F-major 
cadence of the previous section. Section E is set hornophonically, with two-voice soli interjections in 
mrn. 231-232 and rnrn. 238-239. 
(.;J 
F: Intellectus bonus omnibus ... 
Subdivisions: 











Motives: 1: B1 (243-245) 















'l Imitation: 1: Bl (250); Vc (258); A2, B2 (264); T2 (266) 
2: A1, Tl, B1 (252); C1, B1 (254); Vn1 (260); Vn2 (261); C2, B2 (268); A2 (269); A1, T2 (273) 
Comments: During the tutti that begins in m. 273, A1 and T2 sing a duet built upon preceding motives, while the 
remaining voices of Choir 1 and Choir 2 are set homophonically, and played against the duet in 
antiphony. All voices cadence together. 
G: Gloria Patri et... 
Subdivisions: 279-285 286-297 297-312 313-329 330-336 
No. of measures: (3+4) (6+6) (7+6+4) (8+5+7) 7 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: F-F-B b B b -F-C C-F-C-G C-F-C-F F-F 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: CATB ATB CATB CATB CATB 
Choir 2: CATB ATB CATB CATB 
Strings: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: B1 (297-303) 
2: T1 (308-309) 
VJ 
00 Imitation: 1: Vn2 (302); Vn1, V c (303); T2 (313); B2 (314); C2 (315); Vn1 (324); V c (325) 
2: C1, A1 (309); B1 (312); C1, B1 (320); A1 (321); T2 (324); C2, A2 (325) 
Comments: The first two subdivisions are set homophonically. The second subdivision uses trios from each choir, 
correlating with the Trinity of the Doxology. The third subdivision begins with a virtuosic display of vocalism that 
asks B2 to nimbly maneuver a quick moving scale that descends an octave and a fifth. The psalm ends with a grand 
tutti after both choirs trade a sprightly "amen" motive. 
Chart 4- BEA TUS VIR 
PERFORMING FORCES: Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, and basso continuo 
FORM: ABCDEFGHIJKL (Throughcomposed) 
A: Beatus vir qui ... B: qui timet Dominum ... C: Patens in terra ... 
Subdivisions: 1-12 13-20 21-34 ~34-41 42-55 55-70 70-84 
No. of measures: (4+3+5) (3+5) (3+5+7) (4+5) (5+4+5) (5+3+4+6) (4+8+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-A-A-A d-A-d d-a-d-d d-F-d d-F-C-d d-F-a-A-d d-a-a-d 
TEXTURE 
Voices: ATB ATB ATB B T A 
w Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
\0 
Motives: 1: B (21-22) 
2: A (22-23) 
Imitation: 1: B (23); A,T (26) 
2: T (24); B (25); B (28); A, T (29); B (31); Vn1 (33); Vn2 (34); Vn2, V c (37); Vn1 (38); Vn1 (39) 
Comments: Section A is homophonic in texture. Section B is imitative, and Section Cis three solos in monodic 
style. 
D: Jucundus homo qui ... E: Disponet. .. F: quia in aeternum ... 
Subdivisions: 















98-106 '""'106-126 127-132 
(3+3+4) (7+7+9) (2+4) 
a-a-a-D D-C-A-A d-d-d 
ATB ATB ATB 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Imitation: 1: B (106); Vn1 (111); Vc (112); Vn2 (113); T (117); B (118); A (122) 








G: In memoria aeterna ... 
Subdivisions: 152-163 
No. of measures: (3+3+7) 
Tonal departures 





Motives: 1: T (152-154) 
2: T (157-159) 
3: A (197-199) 
















D-B b -d-d 
A 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
2: B (157); A (159); B (160); A (165); T, B (166); A, T, B (170); Vn1, Vn2, Vc (174); Vn2, Vc (177); 
Vn1 (178) 
3: A (212); Vn1, Vn2, Vc (219) 
Comments: A rarely used silence in all parts (including basso continuo) is used in m. 173. Section His an Alto 
solo in monodic style. The lively setting of "inimicos tuos" paints the text in a clever way, calling to 
mind a sense of laughing as the singer 'looks down on his enemies'. 
I: Dispersit, dedit pauperibus ... 
Subdivisions: ,..,226-233 
No. of measures: (2+3+3) 
Tonal departures 






1: T (249-251) 
2: B (286) 





J: Peccator videbit et ... 
265-278 279-286 286-299 
(7+8) 8 (4+6+5) 
d-A-d d-d B b -a-a-d 
ATB ATB 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
~I . . N rmtahon: 1: B (250); B (257); T (258); Vn1 (265); V c (266); Vn2 (271); V c (272); Vn1 (273) 
2: T, Vn1 (286); A (287) 
3: T (289); A (290), Vn1 (291)V c (292); T (294); B (295); A, T, B, Vn1, V c (297) 
Comments: Section I begins as a bass solo with intermittent tenor interjections. The bass and tenor then join in an 
imitative duet whose motives are used in the following Sinfonia. Section J begins homophonically in 
long notes, but the rhythm quickens to a string of sixteenth-notes. Imitation begins in m. 286. 
K: Gloria Patri et... L: Sicut erat in ... 
Subdivisions: 300-304 304-308 308-317 318-326 326-334 ""'334-345 346-350 
No. of measures: (3+2) (3+2) (3+4+5) (3+3+3+3) (3+3+3+3) (3+4+3+5) 5 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-d-a a-a-F F-F-A-d d-a-E-a-d d-a-E-C-d d-b-a-C-D D-D 
TEXTURE 
Voices: A AT AT B AT ATB ATB 
Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: A (300-302) 
2: B (318-320) 
3: B (322-324) 
~I . . 
V:J rmtahon: 1: T (304); A (308) 
2: Vn1 (320); A (326); T (328) 
3: Vn1, Vn2, Vc (324); A (330); T (332); Vn2, Vc (333); Vn1 (334), A, T, B (336); Vn1 (338); Vc (339); 
A (340); T (341); B, Vc (342) 
Comments: Cavalli paints the' glory' of the Doxology with virtuosic melismas. The imitative interplay of violin 1 
in Section Lis harmonized homophonically by the other strings. A five-measure coda ends the psalm. 
Chart 5 - LAUD ATE PUERI 
PERFORMING FORCES: Canto 1, Canto 2, Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, and basso 
continuo 
FORM: ABCDEFGHIJKL (Throughcomposed) 
A: Laudate pueri Dominum ... 
Subdivisions: 1-17 
No. of measures: ( 6+4+ 7) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-A-a-d 
TEXTURE 
t+:>. Voices: B 
t+:>. Instruments: 
Motives: 1: C1, C2 (18-21) 
2: B (28-31) 
3: C2 (40-41) 
Imitation: 1: C1, C2 (24); C1, C2, B (52); C1, B (56) 
2: B (37); B (43); B (49) 
B: Sit nomen Domini ... 
18-31 ---32-52 52-66 66-74 
(6+8) (9+7+7) (4+4+7) (5+5) 
d-g-F F-g-C-F d-A-A-d d-a-d 
C1C2B C1C2B C1C2B 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
3: C1 (41); C1 (46); C2 (47); C2, B (61); C1 (62); Vn1, Vn2, Vc (66); Vn1, Vn2, Vc (70) 
Comments: Section A is a bass solo in monodic style. 
C: A sol is ortu ... 
Subdivisions: 75-84 
No. of measures: (2+3+3+4) 
Tonal departures 






1: T (79) 
2: C1, C2 (91-92) 
3: C1 (93-95) 
D: Excels us super omnes ... E: Quis sicut... 
85-97 97-103 103-109 109-114 114-133 
(4+4+3+3+3) (3+3+3) (3+3+3) (3+3) (6+7+7) 
d-d-F-a-a-a a-A-d-d d-g-g-g g-F-d d-d-C-d 
C1C2 C1C2 C1C2 C1C2 B 
H::- Imitation: C5l 1: A (79); A, T (80) 
Comments: 
2: C1, C2 (97); C1, C2 (103); C1, C2 (109) 
3: C2 (95); C2 (99); C1 (101); C1 (105); C2 (107); C1, C2 (110); C1, C2 (112) 
In Section C, the 'rising of the sun' is painted with an ascending scale, while its 'going down' is set to 
a descending scale. In Section D, the text "the Lord is high above all nations" is set in the Canto voice 
at the top of the staff. Similarly, God's 'glory' is set to the sprightly Motive 3. In section E, when the 
bass sings about the 'humble things in heaven and on earth', 'heaven' is set with a high leap that 
plummets to the bottom of the staff and below for 'earth'. 
~ 
0\ 
F: Suscitans a terra ... 
Subdivisions: 134-144 
No. of measures: (5+5+3) 
Tonal departures 






1: Vn1 (134-135) 
2: A, T, B (149-151) 
3: B (158-161) 





Imitation: 1: A (145); T (152); Vn1 (169); C2 (179); C1 (189) 
2: A, T, B (156) 











Comments: The ritornelli that bookend this section use the same motivic material as the trio. The trio 































Imitation: 1: Vn1 (225); C2, A (230); T (231); C1 (235); T (240); B (241); A (246); C2 (251); T (254); Vn1, Vn2 (259); 
A, T (264) 
Comments: Subdivision 1 uses the bass and strings in homophony. The remaining subdivisions are imitative in 
style, and although only one motive is used, the second half of that motive set to the word" 
laetantem" is repeated enough in isolation to almost become its own motive. 
*"' 00 
I: Gloria Patri et... J: Sicut erat in ... 
Subdivisions: 270-291 ~291-305 ~305-313 314-330 331-350 
No. of measures: ( 4+4+4+4+ 7) (5+7+6) 10 (3+3+4+7) (3+3+4+ 10) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-d-a-F-C-g-d d-F-A-d d-D d-d-g-F-d d-d-g-F-a 
TEXTURE 
Voices: C1C2ATB C1C2ATB C1C2ATB C2A 
Instruments: 
Motives: 1: B (270-273) 
2: B (276-279) 
3: Vn1 (314-316) 











2: B (285); A (286); C2 (290); C1, T (291); C2 (292); T (300); B (304); A (305); C2, T (306); A, B (307); 
T (308); C1 (309) 
3: V c (317); A (331); C2 (334); T (350); B (353); Vn1 (370); V c (373) 
4: C2 (342); T (360); A (361); B (362) 
Comments: The 'glory' of the Doxology is set to long active melismas, both ascending and descending, that span 
a large range. 
K: Et in saecula ... L: In saecula saeculorum ... 
Subdivisions: 387-392 392-408 ~408-423 ~424-457 ~457-476 ~476-496 ~496-507 
No. of measures: (3+3) (9+7) (9+7) (9+8+8+ 10) (12+9) (8+ 14) 12 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-F-A A-A-d d-a-a a-F-F-C-b b-d-A d-a-D D-D 
TEXTURE 
Voices: C1C2ATB B C1C2ATB C2ATB C1C2ATB C1C2ATB 
Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vnl,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: B (392-395) 
2: B (402-404) 
Imitation: 1: Vn1, Vn2 (407); A (423); T (424); C1 (425); A (439); B (440); C2 (442); B (456); T (458); C2 (459); 
tt B (460); C2 (462); C1 (482); T (483); A (485); C1 (486); T (487); T (491); 
2: Vn1, Vn2 (417); C1, C2 (433); T (434); Vn1, Vn2 (448); Vc (449); A (458); A (460); Vc (467); Vn1 (468); 
B (475); A, T (476); C2 (485); C1 (490); A (491); C1, C2 (492); A (493); Vc (495); B (496); T (497); C1 (498); 
A, T (499); C1, C2 (503) 
Comments: Section K involves all parts in a homophonic setting, while Section Lis highly imitative. 
Chart 6- LAUDATE DOMINUM 
PERFORMING FORCES: Choir 1 (CATB), Choir 2 (CATB), violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, basso continuo, and 
optional ripieni instruments 
FORM: ABCDEF (Throughcomposed) 
A: Laudate Dominum omen ... 
Subdivisions: 1-9 
No. of measures: ( 6+4) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: D-D-D 
TEXTURE 
CJl Choir 1: 





Motives: 1: A1, A2 (1-6) 
2: C2 (18-19) 
3: B1 (28-29) 
Imitation: 1: T1, T2 (10) 
2: C1 (19); C2 (20); C1 (21) 



















Comments: Each subdivision begins with a duet, followed by a homophonic tutti. 
B: Quoniam confirmata super ... 
Subdivisions: 43-44 45-53 54-62 
No. of measures: 2 (3+7) (3+7) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: G-G e-e-e A-A-A 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: CATB AT 
Choir 2: CATB AT 
Strings: Vn1,Vn2, Vc 
Motives: 1: A1, T1 (45-47) 
2: A1, T1 (47-53) 
(Jl 
f-' 
Imitation: 1: A2, T2 (54) 




C: Et veritas Domini ... 
Subdivisions: 







,..,62-72 ,..,72-82 ,..,82-92 
(3+3+5) (3+3+5) (3+3+5) 





Motives: 1: Vn2 (61-64) 






Imitation: 1: Vn1 (64); f\1 (71); C1 (74); T2 (81); C2 (84); B1 (93); Vn1, Vn2 (105; Vc (106); Vn1, Vn2 (107) 
2: Vn1, Vn2 (69); C1, f\1 (77); T1 (78); C1, f\1 (79); C2, f\2 (87); T2 (88); C2, f\2 (89); f\1, T1 (96); B1 (97); 
f\1, T1 (98); Vn1 (102) 
Comments: f\n interesting meter change occurs in mm. 61-62, with a pick-up note of the sinfonia printed in the 
preceding meter. 
CJl 
D: Gloria Patri et... 
Subdivisions: 



























Comments: The solo writing in Section Dis antiphonal, as is the choral writing in the last subdivision. 
Ul 
H=:-
E: Sicut erat in ... 
Subdivisions: 











Motives: 1: Vn1 (142-144) 












Imitation: 1: A2 (154); A1 (156); T2 (167); T1 (169); Vn1 (187); Vn2 (189); C2 (193); C1 (195); 
Comments: 
2: B1 (161); A2 (162); T1 (173); B2 (174); T2 (175); A1, A2 (180); B1 (181); T2 (199); A2 (200); B2 (201); 
C1, C2 (205); A2, T2 (212) 
F: Et in saecula ... 
Subdivisions: 


























~ Imitation: 1: A2 (233); Vn1 (235); B1,Vn2, Vc (236); C1 (237); A1, B2, Vc (238); C2 (239); T2 (240); A1 (241); 
T2 (242); B2, V c (243); C2, A2 (244); T1 (245); C1, T2 (246), B1, C2, B2, V c (247); A1 (248) 
Comments: The first subdivision is homophonic. The second subdivision is highly imitative, giving way to a 
homophonic ending in the final subdivision. 
Chart 7- LAETA TUS SUM 
PERFORMING FORCES: Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, violin 1, violin 2, basso continuo, and three optional viola (alto, 
tenor, and bass clefs) 
FORM: ABCDEFGH (Throughcomposed) 
A: Laetatus sum in. .. 
Subdivisions: 1-11 
No. of measures: (5+6) 
Tonal departures 





Motives: 1: A (41-42) 
2: Vn1, Vn2 (48-51) 





2: A (57); Vn1, Vn2 (60) 
B: In do mum Domini ... 
21-31 31-41 41-51 51-63 64-72 
(3+3+3+3+3) (5+7) (4+4+4) (6+4+4) 9 
G-G-C-F-F-C C-G-C C-d-d-D D-F-C-C C-C 
ATB ATB ATB ATB ATB 
Strings Strings Strings Strings Strings 
Comments: The voices and strings are set antiphonally in a call and answer fashion in Sections A and B. 
CJl 
"" 
C: Stantes erant pedes ... D: Illuc enim ascenderunt .. . 
Subdivisions: 73-82...- 83-92 92-102 102-114 115-134 135-154 155-174 
No. of measures: (5+6) (5+6) (5+7) (4+4+7) (7+8+7) (8+7+7) (8+7+7) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: C-C-D G-G-F F-D-G G-G-G-C C-G-C-C C-G-C-C C-G-C-C 
TEXTURE 
Voices: ATB ATB ATB ATB A T B 
Instruments: Strings Strings Strings Strings Strings Strings Strings 
Motives: 1: A, T, B (73-77) 
2: Vnl (74-75) 
3: A (92-93) 
4: A (96-98) 
5:Vnl, Vn2, Val, Va2, Va3 (102-105) 
Imitation: 1: Val, Va2, Va3 (74); A, T, B (83); Val, Va2, Va3 (84) 
2: Vn2 (75); Vnl (76); B (77); Vnl, Vn2 (78); A (79); Vnl (80); T, Vn2 (81); Vnl (83); Vn2 (84); Vnl (85); 
Vn2 (86); 
A (87); Vnl (88); T (89); B, Vl (90) 
3: Vnl (93); A (94); Vnl (95); Vnl (97); A (99) 
4: Vn2 (98); A (100) 
5: A, T, B (105); Vnl, Vn2, Val, Va2, Va3 (108); A, T, B (109); Vnl, Vn2, Val, Va2, Va3 (110) 
Comments: The rising scale of Motive 2 evokes the majesty of the courts of the heavenly Jerusalem. The ritornello 
in Section D uses motives from the alto solo in mm. 115-134, harmonized homophonically by the 
other strings. 
E: Fiat pax in. .. 
Subdivisions: 174-180 180-194 
No. of measures: 7 (3+3+3+3+3+6) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: C-A A-d-d -D-G-C-C 
TEXTURE 
Voices: ATB ATB 
Instruments: Strings Strings 
Motives: 1: Vn1 (195-196) 
2: Vn1 (197-199) 
3: Vn1 (201) 
~ Imitation: 1: A (196); Vn1 (204); T (205); Vn1 (213) 
2: A (199); Vn1 (206); T (208); Vn1 (215) 
F: Propter fratres meos ... 
195-203 204-213 213-222 222-227 
(3+5+3) (3+5+4) (3+5+4) 6 
C-C-C-G G-G-G-C C-C-C-G C-C 
A AT B ATB 
Strings Strings Strings Strings 
3: A (201); Vn1 (202); A, T (210); Vn1 (219); B (220); A, T (222); A, Vn1 (223); T, B (224) 
Comments: Section E begins homophonically with a surprise A major chord on the word "pax" (peace). The 
voices and strings are set antiphonally beginning in m. 180. 
()l 
Subdivisions: 












Motives: 1: A (242-243) 
2: A (246-255) 
H: Semper, semper ... saeculorum. Amen. 
242-255 255-268 268-281 
(4+ 10) (4+ 10) (4+10) 








\D Imitation: 1: Vn1 (255); T (268); Vn1 (281); B (282); T (287); A (288) 
2: Vn1, Vn2 (259); T (272); Vn1 (285); B (289); A (291); T (294) 
Comments: The Doxology is set homophonically in Section G. Section His imitative in style. Cavalli paints the 
text 'world without end' with an 8-measure melisma. String statements of Motive 2 are harmonized 
by the other stings. 
-
Chart 8 -NISI DOMINUS 
PERFORMING FORCES: Canto 1, Alto 1, Tenor 1, Basso 1, violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, and basso continuo 
FORM: ABCDEFGH (Throughcomposed) 
A: Nisi Dominus aedificaverit ... 
Subdivisions: 1-20 21-35 35-47 
No. of measures: (7+7+8) (6+6+6) (7+7) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: G-a-D-G G-D-D-G G-D-G 
TEXTURE 
Voices: B CAB 
0\ Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
0 
Motives: 1: B (1-2) 
2: B (4-7) 
3: B (7-8) 
4: A (26-27) 
5: A (28-30) 
Imitation: 1: B (21) 
2: B (10); B (15) 
3: B (8); B (13) 
4: C, B (27); A (30); C, B (31); A (32); Vn2, Vc (35); Vn1, Vc (36); Vn1, Vn2, Vc (37); Vn2, Vc (38); 
Vc (41); Vn1, Vn2 (42); Vn1, Vc (43)Vn2, Vc (44) 
5: C (28); C (32); A (33); Vn1 (38); Vn2 (39); Vn1 (44); Vn2, V c (45) 
0\ 
f-l 
B: Vanum est vobis ... C: qui manducatis panem ... 
Subdivisions: 48-64 64-83 83-99 99-124 124-136 136-148 
No. of measures: (9+9) (5+5+8+3) (9+9) (5+5+8+ 11) (7+7) (7+7) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: G-D-G G-G-G-D-D D-C-G G-G-G-D-G G-C-e e-F-F 
TEXTURE 
Voices: AT AT AT AT T A 
Instruments: 
Motives: 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
1: T (48-49) 
2: T (64-68) 





Imitation: 1: Vn1 (49); T (50); A (56); Vn1 (57); A (58); T (83); Vn1 (84); T (85); A (91); Vn1 (92); A (93) 
2: Vn1 (68); A (75); Vn1 (79); T (99); Vn1 (103); Vn1 (110); A (114) 
3: A (136); T (147); A (149) 
Comments: The 'rising up' of the text is painted in Motive 2 with fast ascending scales and trills. Section Cis in 
quasi-recitative style and the word "doloris" (sorrow) is painted with angular, chromatic intervals in 
the vocal lines. 
0'\ 
N 
D: Cum dederit dilectis ... 
Subdivisions: 











Motives: 1: T (164-165) 
2: B (185-186) 

















Imitation: 1: B (164); A, T (168); C, B (172); Vn1 (173); Vn2, Vc (174); J\ (177); T (178); C, B, Vc (179) 






3: Vn1 (196); B (197); Vn1 (200); B (204); Vn1 (205); B (206); B (218); Vn1 (219); B (222); Vc (226); B (229); 
B (233); Vc (234); B, Vc (235) 
Comments: The text "He will give sleep" in Section D is painted with homophonic chant-like text. This is 
contrasted with imitation to close the section. Motive 2 in Section Eisa lively depiction of the 
'arrows' described in the text. 
F: Beatus vir qui ... 
Subdivisions: 240-247 
No. of measures: 8 
Tonal departures 






















0\ Imitation: 1: A (250); C (251); Vn2, V c (256); Vn1 (257); T, B (262); Vn1, V c (269); Vn2 (270); B (272); T (273); 
CJJ Vc (278); T, B (284); A (285); Vn1, Vc (290); Vn2 (291); B (293); T (294) 
Comments: Section F begins homophonically, with deliberate tutti silences in all voices in the second subdivision. 
The last two subdivisions are built around Motive 1, whose' confounding' is set in imitation that 
begins on different beats of the measure, creating rhythmic confusion until all voices cadence 
together. 
G: Gloria.. . H: Semper, semper, et... 
Subdivisions: 300-316 317-324 324-342 342-368 368-375 375-399 399-425 425-433 
No. of measures: (6+4+7) (4+5) (7+7+7) (7+7+9+7) (4+5) (7+7+7+7) (7+7+9+7) (5+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: C-C-A-G G-d-A A-D-G-C C-A-D-D-G G-C-E E-A-D-G-C C-A-D-D-G G-G-G 
TEXTURE 
Voices: CATB CA B CATB TB CATB CATB CATB 
Instruments: VntVn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: A (317-320) 
2: B (324-330) 
~ Imitation: 1: C (320); T (368); B (371) 
2: Vn1, V c (330); B (336); C, A (342); T, B (348); Vn1, V c (354); T, B (356); C, A (358); Vn2, V c (360); 
A, B, Vc (362); Vn2, Vc (375); T, B (381); C, A (387); Vn2, Vc (393); T, B (399); Vn2, Vc (405); C, A (411); 
T, B (413); C, A (415); Vn2, Vc (417); A, B, Vc (419) 
Comments: Section G is set homophonically. Section H contrasts duets in quasi-recitative style with a lively 
imitation of Motive 2 set in duets that play antiphonally against the strings. The psalm ends quietly 
with an inversion of Motive 2 in only two voices at a time. 
Chart 9- LAUDA JERUSALEM 
PERFORMING FORCES: Choir 1 (CATB), Choir 2 (CATB), violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, basso continuo, and 
optional ripieni 
FORM: ABCDEFG (Throughcomposed) 
A: Lauda Jerusalem Dominum ... 
Subdivisions: 1-3 3-18 18-25 25-26 27-50--- 50-51 52-77 
No. of measures: 2 (8+9) 7 2 (8+9+9) 2 (8+4+8+9) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: c C-C-C C-G G G-G-a-C c C-C-C-d-C 
TEXTURE 
0\ Choir 1: CATB AT CATB CATB CATB 
CJl Choir 2: CATB CATB CT CATB CATB 
Strings: Vnl,Vn2,Vc Vnl,Vn2,Vc Vnl,Vn2,Vc Vnl,Vn2,Vc Vnl,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: Al, Tl (3-10) 
2: Al (10-11) 
Imitation: 1: C2, T2 (27); Cl (52) 
2: Tl (11); Al (12); Tl (13); Vnl (18-21); T2 (34); C2 (35); T2 (36); C2, T2 (42-47); Cl (62); C2 (63); 
Cl (64); C2 (68); Cl (69); C2 (72) 
Comments: In the final subdivision, both Choir 1 and Choir 2 employ homophony while being set against one 
another antiphonally. The strings align homophonically with Choir 1, leaving reinforcement of Choir 
2 to the optional ripieni instruments. 
0\ 
0\ 
B: Quoniam confortavit seras ... 
Subdivisions: 78-84 
No. of measures: 7 
Tonal departures 







1: Be (78) 




















2: C2, B2 (123); T2, B2 (124); Vn1, Vn2 (126); Vc (127); C2, T2 (128); Vn1 (129); Vn2, Vc (130); 
T2, B2, Vn1 (131) 
Comments: The Be repeats the same music for each of the solos and the ritornelli between them. The Be in the 
final subdivision is slightly different to accommodate the vocal trio. The text 'his sword runs swiftly' 
in the tenor solo is painted with melismatic 16th notes. Similarly, "he provides snow" is set with a 
short descending figure in the trio. 
C: Mittit crystallum suum ... 
Subdivisions: 134-142 
No. of measures: (5+4) 
Tonal departures 















0\ "~ Imitation: 1: C1, A1 (142); C2, B2 (145); T2 (146); C1, A1, T1 (149); Vn1, Vn2, Vc (150); A1, A2, B2 (151); 




D: Emittet verbum suum ... 
Subdivisions: 156-169 
No. of measures: 14 
Tonal departures 







1: T1 (156-161) 
2: T1 (181-182) 
3: T1 (189-191) 





2: Be (182); A1 (192); Be (193) 
3: A1 (200); T1 (203); A1 (209); T1 (211) 
~182-193 193-204 ~204-216 
12 12 (7+7) 
G-a a-d d-e-a 
T A AT 
Comments: The solos in this section are long phrases painting the' sending forth' of God's word. Likewise, the 




E: Qui annuntiat verbum ... 
Subdivisions: 217-230 
No. of measures: (8+6) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: a-G-C 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: B 
Choir 2: 
Strings: Vnl,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: C1 (231-232) 
2: C1 (236-237) 






2: C2 (239); C1, C2 (246) 
F: Gloria Patri et.. . 
252-256 257-261 262-267 
(2+3) (2+3) (2+4) 
C-G-C G-D-G C-a-C 
CATB CATB CATB 
CATB CATB CATB 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: The Doxology is set homophonically with widely spaced tutti chords. Each tutti is preceded by a duet 
in different solo voices, calling to mind the beginning of the motet. 
'I 
0 
G: Sicut erat in. .. 
Subdivisions: 












Motives: 1: A2 (268-270) 
2: T2 (275-276) 
3: A2 (280-281) 
4: A2 (284-285) 
Imitation: 1: Vn1 (270); Vn1 (274) 













3: T2, B2 (281); C2 (288); C1 (289); C2 (290); C1 (296); B1 (297); C2 (298); C1 (299); C2 (300) 
4: C2 (292); C1 (301) 
Comments: In the first subdivision, the strings echo the same music put forth by the vocal trio. In the second 
subdivision, the trio introduces the "amen" motive that is taken up by both choirs in an antiphonal 
fashion. A tutti coda ends the psalm. 
Chart 10 - CREDIDI 
PERFORMING FORCES: Canto 1, Canto 2, Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, and basso 
continuo 
FORM: ABCDEFGH 
A: Credidi propter quod ... B: Ego dixi in ... 
Subdivisions: 1-23 23-39 40-55 ,..,55-61 
No. of measures: (6+6+7+7) (6+6+7) (5+6+7) (4+4) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-d-F-a-d d-d-F-d d-d-A-d d-A-d 
TEXTURE 
"-.:J Voices: AT C1C2B 
........ Instruments: Vnl,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: T (1-6) 2: T (11-17) 3: Cl (40-44) 4: Cl (48-49) 
Imitation: 1: A (6); Vnl (23); Vn2 (28) 
2: A (17); Vnl (33); Vn2 (34) 
3: C2 (44); B (49) 
Vnl,Vn2,Vc 




C: Quid retribuam Domino ... D: Vota mea ... 
Subdivisions: 62-77 









1: T (62-64) 
2: A, T (78-80) 
3: B (127) 
4: C1 (130-133) 
Imitation: 1: A, T (70) 





















Coniments: Section D begins with a bass solo followed by the strings with the same motive. They join together 
homophonically to end the section. 
'l 
w 
F: Vota mea Domino ... G: Gloria Patri et.. . H: Sicut erat in ... 
Subdivisions: 155-163 -164-181 182-196 
No. of measures: (4+6) (3+3+6+6) (4+4+7) 
Tonal departures 





B B ClT 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
1: C1 (182-182-183) 
2: T (190-191) 
3: A (204-209) 
4: B (209-212) 






2: C1 (190); Vn2 (196); Vn1, Vc (196); Vn1 (199); Vn2 (200); Vc (201) 
3: C2 (206); Vn1 (212); T (215) 






Comments: The repetition of the "vota me" text in Section F is a quai-inversion of the same text from Section D. 
The second half once again involves the interplay of the bass and strings, this time in triple meter. 
The last three measures of the psalm are a repeat of the cadence that precedes them. They are marked 
"piano", one of the few times this distinction appears in any of the motets. 
Chart 11- IN CONVERTENDO 
PERFORMING FORCES: Canto 1, Canto 2, Tenor 1, Tenor 2, Bass 1, violoncino or theorbo, and basso continuo. 
The violoncino doubles the basso continuo throughout. 
FORM: ABCDEFGHIJKLM (THROUGHCOMPOSED) 
A: In convertendo ... B: Tunc repletum ... C: Tunc dicent ... D: Magnificavit Dominus ... 
Subdivisions: 1-13 3-23 "'24-43 43-52 
No. of measures: (6+8) (5+6) (7+4+7+5) (3+7) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: G-C-G G-C-C C-G-C-a-G G-C-G 
TEXTURE 
'-l Voices: T1T2 B C1C2 T1T2 
~ 
Motives: 1: T2 (1-4) 1: B (13-14) 1: C1, C2 (23-26) 1: T1 (45-48) 
2: T1, T2 ( 6-9) 2: B (17-18) 2: C1 (33-34) 
Imitation: 1: T1 (3) 1: B (15) 1: C1, C2 (27) 1: T2 (48) 
2: T1, T2 (10) 2: B (20); 2: C2 (34); 
B (21) C1 (36); 
C1, C2 (39) 
Comments: The same transition material in mm. 30-33 is used in mm. 43-45. The 'joy' of the psalmist is painted 
with melismas on the word "laetantes". 
'..J (Jl 
E: Converte Domine ... F: sicut torr ens ... G: Qui seminant... 
Subdivisions: 52-59 59-70 70-81 
No. of measures: (2+7) (6+7) (3+3+3+3+4) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: G-G-C C-C-C a-E-a-D-G-G 
TEXTURE 
Voices: C1C2T1T2B C1C2T1T2B C1C2T1T2B 
Motives: 1: T2 (53-54) 1: C1 (59-60) 
1b: T1 (62-63) 
Imitation: 1: C2 (54); 1: T1 (61); 





1b: T2 (65); 
T1 (67); 
T2 (68) 
Comments: Cavalli paints the 'torrent' of the text with octave scales that ascend and descend, sometimes 
simultaneously. Section G is homophonic. 
'.J 
0'-
H: Euntes ibant ... 
Subdivisions: 81-95 
No. of measures: (5+5+7) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: G-G-C-G 
TEXTURE 
Voices: T1T2 
Motives: 1: T2 (82-85) 
2: T2 (89-92) 
Imitation: 1: T1 (85) 
2: Tl, T2 (92) 





1: B (95-96) 
1: C1, C2 (96); 
T1, T2 (99); 
B (101); 
B (104) 





1: C1 (106-107) 
1: T2 (107); 
T1, T2 (108); 
C2 (109); 
C1 (110); 
T1, T2 (111); 
C1 (112) 
Comments: Cavalli paints the 'weeping' in the text with a chromatic descending figure in m. 84 and m. 88. The 
bass part contains a virtuosic low 'C' in m. 102. 
"'-l 
"'-l 
K: Gloria Patri ... 
Subdivisions: '""116-126 
No. of measures: (5+6) 
Tonal departures 











1: T1 (126-127) 
2: T1 (129-132) 
1: T1, T2 (128); 
C2 (131); 
C1, C2 (133); 
T1 (134) 
2: T2 (134); 
C1 (134); 
B (135) 





Comments: Section K is homophonic. The voices enter separately in Section M, but end the psalm 
homophonically. 
Chart 12 -DOMINE PROBASTI 
PERFORMING FORCES: Canto 1, Alto 1, Bass 1, violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, and basso continuo 
FORM: ABCDEFGHIJKL (Throughcomposed) 
A: Domine probasti me ... 
Subdivisions: 1-5 
No. of measures: 5 
Tonal departures 




















Imitation: 1: A (7); C (9);Vn1 (19); Vn2 (20); Vn1 (29); Vn2 (30); Vc (31); Vn1 (32); 





Comments: The psalm begins homophonically, but becomes imitative in m.6. Section B begins imitatively but 
quickly becomes homophonic. Section Cis an alto solo in a quasi-recitative style. 
D: Mirabilis facta est... E: Si ascendero in ... F: Et dixi: Foristan ... 
Subdivisions: 87-103 104-126 126-148 148-169 170-178 
No. of measures: (6+6+5) (6+6+6+8) (6+5+6+8) (6+6+6+7) (4+5) 
Tonal departures 









1: Vn1 (104-109) 
2: Vn1 (114-119) 
B C A 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
1: B (109); Vn1 (126); C (131); Vn1 (148); A (153) 
2: B (119); Vn1 (136); C (141); Vn1 (158); A (163) 
A 
Section D is homophonic. Section E contains virtuosic text painting. As the text tells of I ascending into 
heaven', the violin and bass ascend scales of a 9th and an octave, respectively. The next phrase that 
describes I descending into hell' is conversely painted by descending scales, with the Bass's spanning 
almost two octaves. Section F is another Alto solo in quasi-recitative style. 
00 
0 
G: Quia tenebrae non ... H: Quia tu possedisti .. . 1: Non est occultatum ... 
Subdivisions: 179-192 193-209 210-220 







E-a-A-D d-F-a-a-d G-G-C-a 
CAB AB CAB 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Section G begins homophonically, after which the voices share the same figures, with the Alto 
entering a beat ahead of the other voices. The same format repeats in the last phrase of the section. 
Section His in quasi-recitative style with solos by the Bass and Alto. Section I is homophonic and the 
text concerning 'the lower part of the earth' is painted with a low tones in all voices, particularly the 
Canto singing the' A' below middle 'C'. 
CIJ 
J: Imperfectum meum viderunt ... 
Subdivisions: 221-228 
No. of measures: (5+3) 
Tonal departures 




Motives: 1: B (240-241) 





K: Dinumerabo eos, et ... L: Si occideris Deus ... 
240-247 248-254 ---255-259 
(4+5) (2+5) (3+4) 
d-a-d B b -F-G C-F-D 
B CAB CAB 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
"""' Imitation: 1: Vc (241); Vc (243) 
2: Vn1, Vn2 (244); B, Vc (245) 
Comments: Section J is in quasi-recitative style, with a Canto solo followed by an Alto solo. Section L begins 
homophonically, followed by some loose imitation that ends in a homophonic cadence. The same 
pattern repeats in the second subdivision. 
00 
N 
M: Nonne qui oderunt ... 
Subdivisions: 260-271 









1: c (265-266) 
2: B (275-278) 
3: B (300-302) 
Imitation: 1: A, B (266); CAB (267) 
2: A (276); B (280); A (280) 















3: A (301); B (302); C (303); B (306); C (307); Vn1 (312); Vc (313); Vn2 (314); Vn1 (316); Vc (317); 
Vn2 (318); Vc (319) 
Comments: Sections M, N, and 0 all follow the same form, beginning homophonically, then becoming imitative 
in the second half of the section. 
00 
C;.) 
P: Gloria Patri et... Q: Et in saecula ... 
Subdivisions: 325-331 332-350 350-364 365-367 
No. of measures: (2+2+3) (10+ 10) (10+6) 3 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: G-C-F-a a-d-C C-d-d g-D 
TEXTURE 
Voices: CAB CAB CAB CAB 
Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Motives: 1: Vn1 (332-341) 
Imitation: 1: C (341); Vn1 (350); C (352); Vn1 (354); Vn1 (359) 
Comments: Section Pis homophonic. Motive 1 in Section Q appears in the top voice of the string and voice trios, 
and is harmonized homophonically by the other voices in the trio. The strings and voices are set 
antiphonally until joining together for the coda that ends the psalm. 
Chart 13 - ISTE CONFESSOR 
PERFORMING FORCES: Canto 1, Canto 2, violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, and basso continuo 
FORM: ABAB' A' 
A: Iste Confessor Domini ... 
Subdivisions: 1-10 
No. of measures: (6+6) 
Tonal departures 










B: Qui pius, prudens ... 
27-44 45-66 67-84 
(6+6+8) ( 6+5+8+4) ( 6+6+8) 
C-C-G-C C-C -G-d -C C -C-G-C 
C1 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: In the A sections, Canto 1 enters first and as it cadences, Canto 2 enters with the same opening 
material. The two then duet, trading moments of homophony and imitation. The ritornello that 
follows each verse uses many of the same rhythmic and melodic features from the vocal lines. 
00 
en 
A: Cujus ob praestans ... B': Noster hin illi ... 
Subdivisions: 85-94 95-110 111-128 129-151 152-169 
No. of measures: (6+6) (5+8+4) (6+6+8) (6+5+8+5) (6+6+8) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: C-C-C C-G-d-C C-C-G-C C-C-G-d-C C-C-G-C 
TEXTURE 
Voices: C1C2 C1C2 C2 
Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: The music for the third verse is the same as that of the opening verse with minor rhythmic alterations 
to accommodate the different text. Section B' is similar in character to the first solo, but contains 
enough rhythmic and melodic difference to warrant distinction. 
00 
0'\ 
A': Sit salus ... 
Subdivisions: 170-179 180-195 196-199 
No. of measures: (6+6) (5+8+4) 4 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: C-C-C C-G-d-C C-C 
TEXTURE 
Voices: C1C2 C1C2 C1C2 
Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: Section A' is the music of Section A with ornamentation, and without a ritomello. The hymn ends 
with a four-measure coda involving all parts. 
Chart 14- AVE MARIS STELLA 
PERFORMING FORCES: Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, violin 1, violin 2, theorbo, and basso continuo. The basso 
continuo is one verse that repeats five times plus a two-note 'amen'. 
FORM: ABB'B" A' 
A: Ave maris stella ... B: Sumens illud Ave ... 
Subdivisions: 1-29 ---30-47 48-76 ---77-94 
No. of measures: (6+5+4+5+4+8) (3+5+4+8) ( 6+4+4+5+4+ 7) (3+5+4+8) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-d-F-A-a-A-d d-d-F-A-d d-d-F-A-a-A-d d-d-F-A-d 
TEXTURE 
00 Voices: ATB A 
'-1 Instruments: Vnl,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: The ritornello that appear at the end of Section B is an ornamented version of the ritomello that ends 
Section A. From this point in the violin partbooks, the ambiguous direction "ritornello ut supra" 
appears when the ritomello arrives. This edition chooses to use the original ritonello when this 
direction appears. 
B': Solve vincla reis ... B": Monstra te esse ... 
Subdivisions: 95-123 ,..,124-141 142-170 171-188 
No. of measures: (6+4+4+5+4+8) (3+5+4+8) (6+4+4+4+4+ 7) (3+5+4+8) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-d-F-A-a-A-d d-d-F-A-d d-d-F-A-a-A-d d-d-F-A-d 
TEXTURE 
Voices: T B 
Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: Since the Bass solo is structured on the basso continuo, it provides a good example of an ornamented 
vocal line. The traditional fifth and sixth verses of the hymn are not explicitly set, although fitting 




A': Sit laus Deo ... 
Subdivisions: 189-217 218-219 
No. of measures: ( 6+5+4+5+4+8) 2 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-d-F-A-a-A-D g-D 
TEXTURE 
Voices: ATB ATB 
Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: There are no vocal parts for the "Amen", but the strings have music for a coda labeled "Amen". The 
editor has provided music for the vocal lines. 
Chart 15- JESU CORONA VIRGINUM 
PERFORMING FORCES: Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, violin 1, violin 2, violoncino or theorbo, and basso continuo. The 
basso continuo part is one verse of music that repeats five times, plus a four-measure "Amen". 
FORM: AA' A' A' A" 
A: ]esu corona virginum ... A': Qui pergis inter ... 
Subdivisions: 1-3 4-18 19-27 28-30 31-45 46-54 
No. of measures: 3 (3+5+8) (5+5) 3 (3+5+8) (5+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-A A-d-F-d d-a-d d-A A-d-F-d d-a-d 
TEXTURE 
\0 Voices: ATB ATB A A 
0 Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: Section A begins homophonically. Then each voice enters separately with the same figure, followed 
by a few measures of antiphony, and finally a homophonic cadence. The ritomello that follows 
involves the strings presenting new material in a homophonic fashion. Though it uses the same basso 











A': Quocumque tendis, Virgines ... 
55-57 58-72 73-81 
3 (3+5+8) (5+5) 
d-A A-d-F-d d-a-d 
T T 
Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
A': Te deprecamur supplices ... 
82-84 85-99 100-108 
3 (3+5+9) (5+5) 





A": Virtus, honor, laus ... 
Subdivisions: 109-111 
No. of measures: 3 
Tonal departures 
















Comments: Section A" is essentially the music from Section A with minor melodic and rhythmic differences, but 
with the notable addition of string parts. Instead of a ritornello, a four-measure "Amen" coda with an 
unusual diminished-4th motive ends the hymn. 
Chart 16 - EXSUL TET ORBIS 
PERFORMING FORCES: Canto 1, Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, violin 1, violin 2, violoncino or theorbo, and basso 
continuo. The basso continuo part is one verse of music that repeats five times, plus a six-measure "Amen". 
FORM: AAAAA' A" 
A: Exsultet orbis gaudiis ... A: Vos saeculorum judices ... 
Subdivisions: 1-16 17-28 29-44 45-56 
No. of measures: (4+4+4+4) (4+4+4) (4+4+4+4) (4+4+4) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: a-E-C-G-E E-C-G-E a-E-C-G-E E-C-G-E 
TEXTURE 
\0 Voices: T A 
w Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: The vocal lines of each Section A share rhythmic and melodic material. The string ritomellos that 
















A: Praecepta quorum protinus ... 
73-84 85-100 101-112 
(4+4+4) (4+4+4+4) (4+4+4) 




A': Ut cum redibit ... A": Patri simulque Filio ... 
Subdivisions: 113-128 129-140 141-156 157-162 
No. of measures: (4+4+4+4) (4+4+4) (4+4+4+4) 6 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: a-E-C-G-E E-C-G-E a-E-C-G-E E-E 
TEXTURE 
Voices: AT CATB CATB 
Instruments: Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc Vn1,Vn2,Vc 
Comments: Section A' is a duet that employs mild imitation. Section A" employs all voices and strings and is 
mostly homophonic. It contains a six-measure "Amen" instead of the expected ritornello. 
Chart 17- DEUS TUORUM MILITUM 
PERFORMING FORCES: Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, and basso continuo 
FORM:AAAAA 
A: Deus tuorum militum ... 
Subdivisions: 1-5 
No. of measures: (3+3) 
Tonal departures 






















Comments: This hymn is five identical musical verses with different texts. The tenor opens each verse, echoed by 
the strings in homophony with the melody in the second violin. The alto then offers a two-measure 
phrase that is also echoed by the strings with the melody in the first violin. The bass now offers a 
three-measure phrase that is echoed by the strings with the melody in the second violin. The voices 
then sing together with staggered entrances that use the same melodic figure. The strings echo this 
trio to end the verse. 
Chart 18- MAGNIFICAT 
PERFORMING FORCES: Choir 1 (CATB), Choir 2 (CATB), violin 1, violin 2, violoncino, basso continuo, and 
optional ripieni instruments 
FORM: ABCDEFGHIJKL (Throughcomposed) 
A: Magnificat anima mea ... 
Subdivisions: 




\0 Choir 1: 






Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
Motives: 1: B1, Vc (1-4) 
2: A1, T1 (5-6) 










Vn1, Vn2 Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
2: A2, T2 (14); B2 (15); A1, T1 (18); Vn1, Vn2 (19); B1 (20); C1, A1 (23); A1, B1, Vc (27); C2 (28); 
C1, B1, Vc (29); C2 (30) 
Comments: In the last subdivision, Motive 1 is harmonized by the other choral voices. Also, antiphonal choral 
writing precedes the cadence. 
\0 
B: Et exsultavit spiritus 
Subdivisions: 











Tmb1, Tmb2, Tmb3 
Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
Motives: 1: Vc, Tmb3 (36-43) 








Tmb1, Tmb4 Tmb3 
Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
00 Imitation: 1: C1 (53); B1 (70); Vc, Tmb3 (88) 
2: C1 (77); T1 (78); B1 (81); C1 (82); T1 (83) 
Comments: This section begins and ends with an instrumental Sinfonia that contains optional trombone music 
printed in the partbooks of A, T, and B of Choir 2. This is the only music specifically written for these 
instruments, though they may double the same voices as ripieno instruments in tutti sections. The 
quarter notes of the vocal lines paint the 'exultation' of the singers' text. In the third subdivision, 
Motive 1 is harmonized homophonically by the other voices. 
\.0 
\.0 
C: Quia respexit humilitatem 
Subdivisions: 105-121 
No. of measures: (8+5+4) 
Tonal departures 





Motives: 1: A2, T2 (105-107) 
2: A2, T2 (108-112) 
3: B2 (122-123) 
Imitation: 1: B2 (110); A2 (114); T2 (115) 
2: B2 (113); A2, T2, B2 (119) 





Comments: The use of a small ensemble from Choir 2 in this section contrasts the use of a small ensemble from 
Choir 1 in the previous section. The singers and text of this section meld seamlessly into the following 
section. 
D: Omnes generationes. 
Subdivisions: 131-132 133-134 135-137 138-139 140-141 
No. of measures: 2 2 3 2 2 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: A A d G G 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: CATB CAT CATB 
Choir 2: ATB CATB ATB CATB 




Subdivisions: 142-144 145-146 147-148 149-151 152-153 
No. of measures: 3 2 2 3 2 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: G c c c F 
TEXTURE 
Choirl: CAT B CATB B CATB 
Choir2: CATB CATB 
Strings: Vn1, Vn2, Vc Vn1, Vn2, Vc Vn1, Vn2, Vc Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
D: Omnes generationes (continued) 
Subdivisions: 154-155 156-159 
No. of measures: 2 4 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d a-A 
TEXTURE 
Choirl: CATB CATB 
Choir 2: CATB CATB 
Strings: Vn1, Vn2, Vc Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
Motives: See Comments 
b Imitation: See Comments 
1--' 
Comments: Section D contrasts large and small groupings of voices in an antiphonal way. Text painting is 
evident in the numerous times the word "omnes" is set in a widely spaced tutti texture. While there 
are no melodic motives per se, the cadential choral writing in "omnes generationes" (mm. 135-137) is 
used again in mm. 142-144, mm. 149-151, and loosely in mm 156-159. 
""""' 
E: Quia fecit mihi ... 
Subdivisions: 160-170 
No. of measures: (6+6) 
Tonal departures 






Motives: 1: C1 (160-165) 























Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
~ Imitation: 1: T1 (164); A1 (165); Vn1 (169); Vn2 (170); T2 (174); A2 (175); Vn1 (179); Vn2 (180); T1 (185); A1 (186); 
A1 (191); C2 (192); Vn2 (197); Vn1 (198); A2 (203); T1 (204); T2 (205); C1 (206) 
2: A2 (186); T1 (192); A1 (198); C2 (205); C1 (210) 
Comments: The subdivisions dovetail with one another, often overlapping by a full measure. Motive 2 is possibly 
derived from an as yet unidentified psalm tone. In the final subdivision, Motive 1 is harmonized 
homophonically by other choir members as Motive 2 is simultaneously presented in a single voice. 




F: Et misericordia ejus ... 
Subdivisions: 217-232 
No. of measures: (8+8) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-A-C 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: ATB 
Choir 2: 
Strings: 
Motives: 1: A1, T1 (217-219) 
2: A1, T1 (222-224) 
3: B1 (225-226) 
Imitation: 1: B1 (220); A2, T2 (233); B2 (236) 





3: A1 (225); T1 (226); B1, A1 (227); T1, B1 (228); A2, B2 (241); T2 (242); B2 (243); T2 (244); B2 (245) 
Comments: Trios from the two choirs are contrasted, with the second subdivision being a near repetition of the 
first, set down a fourth. The basses of both choirs are asked to sing very low notes in mm. 228-229 
and mm. 245-247. 
G: Fecit potentiam mihi ... 
Subdivisions: 249-255 ""256-275 ""276-296 
No. of measures: 7 . (7+8+7) (8+9+7) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: a-E E-e-a-C C-D-a-a 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: CATB CAT CATB 
Choir 2: CATB ATB ATB 
Strings: Vnl, Vn2, Vc Vnl, Vn2, Vc Vnl, Vn2, Vc 
Motives: See Comments 
Imitation: See Comments 
1-' ~ Comments: The first subdivision is a mostly homophonic, widely spaced setting of text that paints the 'strength' 
of God. The descending triad motive first seen in the violin 2 part in m. 255 pervades the second and 
third subdivisions of this section. Indeed, every entrance begins with the motive. The starting of this 
motive on successive beats across many voices creates a sense of metrical and harmonic confusion for 
the listener, skillfully painting the text "He scattereth the proud in the conceit of their heart". Subdivisions 
two and three present material in the same manner: beginning with Choir 1, followed by Choir 2 and 
then the strings. 
....... 
~ 
H: Deposuit potentes de ... 
Subdivisions: 297-308 
No. of measures: (6+7) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: a-C-d 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: 
Choir 2: CATB 
Strings: 
Motives: 1: C2 (297-302) 
2: A2 (301-305) 






2: C2, B2 (302); T2 (304); A2, B2 (305); C2 (306); Vn1, Vn2 (307); T1 (312); B1 (313); A1 (314) 
Comments: Text painting occurs in several instances. The falling third of Motive 1 alludes to the 'casting down of 
the mighty'. Motive 2 paints the text in two ways: the first four notes ascend the span of an octave on 
the word 'exalts', and then drops a wide span on the word 'humble'. 
........ 
1: Esurientes implevit bonis ... 
Subdivisions: 318-336 
No. of measures: (9+7+3) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: a-d-a-e 
TEXTURE 
Choir 1: CATB 
Choir 2: CATB 
Strings: Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
Motives: 1: C1 (318-320) 
1b: Vn1 (323-324) 






Vc Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
~ Imitation: 1: A1 (320); T1 (323); B1, Vc (325); Vn2 (326); A2 (327); C2 (328); B2, Vc (330); B1, Vc (344); T2 (348); 
B2, Vc (351) 
1b: A1 (330); T2 (331); T1 (332); C1, B1, Vc (333) 
2: T2 (336); C2 (338); B2, Vc (339); T1 (340); A1 (341); C1 (342); T1 (345); C2 (347); Vn1 (349); Vn2 (350); 
C1, T1 (352); A2 (353); B1, Vc (355); C2, T2 (357); C1, A1, B2, Vc (358) 
Comments: This section involves all12 voices in a quasi-fughetto. Though it does not follow the harmonic, 
melodic, or sequential constructs of the later fugues of Bach or Handel, it can be seen as a stepping 
point. Subdivision 1lays out Motive 1 one voice at a time in Choir 1, but Cavalli becomes impatient, 
and introduces the strings early with variants of the motive and harmonic counterpoint before B1 has 
entered. Choir 2 then takes up Motive 1 with more rapid points of entry. Subdivision two involves a 
development-like treatment of Motive 2 in both choirs. Motive 1 returns in the third subdivision and 




J: Suscepit Israel puerum 
Subdivisions: 362-380 









Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
1: Vn2 (362-363) 
2: A1 (395-403) 
3: A2, T2 ( 446-448) 
4: A2, T2 (460-461) 
5: B2 (462-463) 
-381-423 ,..,424-441 -442-486 
(7 +8+8+9+ 12) (6+6+6) (19+9+9+ 11) 
a-E-e-C-G-a a-E-C-a a-C-d-e-a 
CA 
ATB 
Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
Imitation: 1: Vn1 (364); Vc (368); Vn1 (370);Vc (374); Vn1 (376); C1 (380); A1 (382); A1 (389); C1 (390); Vn2 (423); 
Vn1 (425); Vc (430); Vn1 (431); Vc (435); Vn1 (437); T2 (441); A2 (443); B2 (444) 
2: C1 (403); C1 (412) 
3: B2 (447) 
4: A2, T2 (468); A2, T2 (470); A2 (476); T2 (477); A2, T2 (479) 
5: B2 (470); B2 (479) 
Comments: A ritornello is used in the first and third subdivisions. Motives from the ritornello are used in the 
duet of Subdivision 2 and trio of Subdivision 4. Cavalli sets the rest of the text to other short motives 
(2-5) for interest. 
K: Gloria Patri et... 
Subdivisions: 












Vnl, Vn2, Vc 












Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
6 Imitation: See Commnets 
00 
Comments: No melodic motives are used in this section. Instead, Subdivisions 1 and 3 use a homophonic tutti 
structure, while Subdivision 2 sets the choirs in an antiphonal way, with the strings joining Choir 1. 
L: Nunc et semper ... 
Subdivisions: 











Vn1, Vn2, Vc 






















Vn1, Vn2, Vc 
b Imitation: 1: B1 (512); Vn1 (518); Vc (519); Vn1 (520); Vc (521); Vn1 (522); Vn2, Vc (523); A2 (525); T2, B2 (526); 
\.0 A1 (532); T1 (533); B2, Vc (539); B1 (540); A2 (546); T2 (547); Vn1 (553); Vn2, Vc (554); A2 (560); B2 (561) 
Comments: Cavalli uses only one motive in this section. It is first taken up by members of Choir 1, followed by 
the strings. It is then taken up by members of Choir 2 followed by Choir 1. An antiphonal tutti 
follows, with the motive utilized in the bass lines while the choirs harmonize it. The texture thins in 
Subdivision 4 as members of Choir 2 trade the subject, followed by the strings in a similar fashion. 
The final tutti uses a different kind of antiphony, setting A2 with the motive against all other voices 
harmonizing the motive set in B2 and the violoncello. A four-measure coda ends the motet in an 




Chart 19- AVE REGINA CAELORUM 
PERFORMING FORCES: Tenor 1, Basso 1, and basso continuo 
FORM:ABCD 
Subdivisions: 
No. of measures: 
Tonal departures 
A: Ave regina caelorum ... 
1-12 13-29 
(7+5) (9+5+7) 







and arrivals: g-D-g g-B b -F-g g-D-g- B b B b -d-g- B b B b -d-g 
TEXTURE 
Voices: T TB TB 
Motives: 1: B (17) 
2: B (30-32) 
3: T (35-36) 
Imitation: 1: B (18); T (20); T (21); B (23); B (24); T, B (25); B (26) 
2: T (32); B (38); T (39); T (50); B (51); T (52); B (53) 
TB 
3: B (36); T (41); B (43); T (45); B (47); T (56); B (58); T (60); B (62) 




C: Gaude Virgo gloriosa ... 
Subdivisions: 66-80 80-96 
No. of measures: (10+6) (12+6) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: g- B b -d B b -D-g 
TEXTURE 
Voices: TB TB 
Motives: 1: T (66-68) 
2: T (75-76) 
3: B (97-99) 
4: B (103-105) 
D: Vale, o valde ... 
97-108 
(3+3+3+4) 
E b- B b -F-F-D 
TB 
"""" Imitation: 1: B (68); T (70); B (71); B (75); B (80); T (82); B (84); T (86) 
2: T (77); T (91); B (92); T (93) 
3: T (100); T, B (105); T, B (106) 
4: T (103); T (109); B (110); T (112); B (113); T (116); B (117); T, B (122) 
109-128 
(4+4+5+10) 
D-d-B b -F-g 
TB 




Chart 20 -REGINA CAELI 
PERFORMING FORCES: Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, and basso continuo 
FORM: ABC 
A: Regina caeli laetare ... 
Subdivisions: 1-9 
No. of measures: (3+3+3) 
Tonal departures 





E b -c-g 
ATB 
22-25 26-38 38-42 
4 (7+6) 5 
g-c E b-E b -B b B b -G 
ATB ATB ATB 
43-53 
(7+4) 
E b -c-c 
ATB 
Comments: The antiphon begins with the bass, tenor, and alto entering individually using the same melody. They 
next paint the text "laetare" (rejoice) with a lively, homophonic section in triple meter. As the text 
repeats, the tenor and bass echo the alto's music, followed by another lively "laetare" section. A 
common time "laetare" section involving staggered entrances begins in m. 38, followed by another 
lively triple meter section, that closes with the rare "piano" distinction. 
B: Quia quem meruisti ... C: Ora pro nobis ... 
Subdivisions: 54-68 69-81 81-91 91-103 104-115 115-128 
No. of measures: (3+3+ 10) (9+5) (7+5) (7+7) (6+6) (4+6+4) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: Ab-E b -B b -c c-g-c c-E b -B b B b -G-c F-B b-E b E b -g-e-e 
TEXTURE 
Voices: ATB AB TB ATB ATB ATB 
Motives: 1: A (59-61) 
2: A (69-74) 
3: B (77-81) 
~ Imitation: 1: T, B (61); A (62); T (63); T, B (64); A, B (65) 
w 2: B (81); T (91) 
3: T (87); A (97); T, B (99); T (115); A (118); T, B (120) 
Comments: Section B and Section C both open homophonically before imitative writing ensues. A four-measure 
coda ends the antiphon. 
Chart 21- SALVE REGINA 
PERFORMING FORCES: Alto 1, Tenor 1, Tenor 2, Bass 1, violoncino or theorbo, and basso continuo. The 
violoncino is not independent, but either doubles the basso continuo or Bass, or is momentarily tacet. 
FORM:ABCDE 
A: Salve Regina. mater ... B: Vita dulcedo et ... 
Subdivisions: 1-32 32-65 
No. of measures: (8+7+ 11 +5+5) ( 6+6+5+8+8+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-d-d-d-F-F F-g-a-C-d-d-D 
TEXTURE 
~ Voices: ATTB ATTB 
~ 
~ 
Motives: 1: A (1-7) 
2: A (8-13) 
3: T1 (32-37) 
4: A (36-37) 
Imitation: 1: T1 (6); T2 (11); B (16); A (50); B1 (53); T1 (55); A (57); B (61) 
2: T1 (13); A (17); T2 (19); T1, B (23); T2 (24); B (27) 
3: T2 (37); A (41); B (42); T1 (47) 
4: T1 (41); T2 (45); A, B (46); T2 (50); T2 (56); T2 (60) 
Comments: Motive 1 is based on the Gregorian chant melody. 
Subdivisions: 










Motives: 1: T1 (66) 
2: A (67-68) 





f-ool Imitation: 1: A, T2, B (66); T2 (71); A, T2, B (71); T2 (75); A, T1, B (76) 
~ 2: T1, T2, B (67); A, T1, T2, B (72); T1, B (78) 
3: A (82); B (84); T2 (85); A (87); B (89); T1 (90) 
Comments: Motive 1 and Motive 2 are more rhythmic than melodic. Cavalli paints the 'sighs' of the text in mm. 
77-78 by inserting rests between each syllable of the word "suspiramus". 
'"""' 
D: Eia ergo, Advocata ... 
Subdivisions: 95-103 
No. of measures: (5+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: d-a-C 
TEXTURE 
Voices: ATTB 
Motives: 1: A (95-99) 
2: T1 (103) 
3: B (104) 









~ Imitation: 1: T1 (96); T2 (98); B (99); T1 (113); A (114); T2, B (115); B (118); T2, B (119); A (120) 
Comments: 
2: T2 (105); T1 (125); A (126); T2 (129) 
3: B (106); T2 (107); T2 (108); B (125); B (127); B (129); T2 (130) 




E: Et Jesum benedictum ... 
Subdivisions: 135-144 145-160 






B b-G d-d-D 
ATTB ATTB 
The first subdivision is structured with the Tenor 1, Tenor 2, and the Bass proceeding with the text in 
homophony, while the Alto interjects with the word "ostende", the imperative 'show' . The second 
subdivision is constructed using compositional cells. There are three repeated cells followed by a 
cadence, which are all repeated with an elongated cadence to end the antiphon. The cells are 
constructed with Tenor 2 and the Bass singing "ostende", and the Alto responding with portions of 
the final line of the antiphon text. During all of this, Tenor 1 presents the last two lines of text with a 
near continuous vocal line the uses smaller note values. 
Chart 22- ALMA REDEMPTORIS MATER 
PERFORMING FORCES: Canto 1, Canto 2, Alto 1, Tenor 1, Bass 1, violoncino or theorbo, and basso continuo. The 
violoncino is not independent, but either doubles the basso continuo or Bass, or is momentarily tacet. 
FORM:ABCD 
A: Alma Redemptoris Mater ... B: Succure cadenti 
Subdivisions: 1-15 16-37 
No. of measures: (5+4+ 7) (8+7+6+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: a-a-C-G C-C-G-C-C 
TEXTURE 
""""" Voices: C1C2ATB C1C2ATB 
""""" 00 
Motives: 1: T, B (16-23) 
2: A (17-22) 
Imitation: 1: C1 (21); T (26); A (30); C2 (31); C1 (32) 
2: C2 (22); B (27); C1 (29) 









C: Surgere qui currat ... 
38-65 
(5+ 10+ 11 +4) 
C-A-E-D-A 
C1C2ATB 
Motives: 1: Cl (42-45) 
2: Cl (66-73) 
3: B (81-86) 
4: C2, A (86-91) 
D: Virgo prius a c ... 
66-85 86-105 106-125 125-144 
(8+8+5) (6+6+6+5) (6+6+6+5) (6+6+6+5) 
a-G-C-G G-G-G-G-C C-C-C-C-a a-a-a-a-a 
C1C2B C2ATB C1C2AT C1C2ATB 
~ Imitation: 1: T (44); C2 (46); C1 (47); B (51); A (53); C1, C2 (55) 
2: Cl, C2 (7 4) 
3: B (101) 
4: T, B (91); C2, A (96); C1, C2 (106); A, T (111); C1, C2 (116); C1, C2 (125); T, B (130); C2, A (135); 
T, B (140) 
Comments: Section C begins with emphatic statements by the Bass that are answered by the other voices 
homophonically. 
1--' 
D (continued): Virgo prius ac ... 
Subdivisions: 144-163 
No. of measures: (8+8+5) 
Tonal departures 
and arrivals: a-G-C-G 
TEXTURE 
Voices: C1C2B 
Imitation: 2: C1 (144); C1, C2 (152) 









4: C2, A (164); T, B (169); C2, A (174); C1, C2 (184); A, T (189); C1, C2 (194); C1, C2 (203); T, B (208); 
C2, A (213) 
1::5 Comments: Beginning in m.144, the text is presented and repeated in long duets, with intermittent Bass solos. All 
voices join together in the last five measures to end the antiphon homophonically. 
CHAPTER3 
Liturgical Context 
The motets of the Musiche Sacre may be drawn upon to create an elaborate 
Vespers service in concertato style of the kind frequently performed at St. Mark's 
Basilica, suitable for the most important cycles of feasts. Vespers began with the 
ringing of the ca~panile in the piazza/ 7 followed by the standard versicle Deus 
in adjutorium meum intende and its response Domine ad adjuvandum me Jestina, 
most often performed in plainchant.68 The basic outline of the service followed 
the outline of Roman Vespers, that being the reciting, or singing of five psalms, 
each framed by the proper antiphon of the day. Chart 23 gives the various 
sequences of psalms that can be assembled from the Musiche Sacre, as well as the 
feast for which they are appropriate. The 'Male Sequence' is used for a number of 
feasts of male saints and the Common of a Confessor. The 'Female Sequence' is 
used for feasts of the Virgin and most feasts of female saints. The Common of 
Apostles and Evangelists, the Common of Martyrs, the Common of Virgins, and 
the Common for all feasts of the Blessed Virgin Mary honor those named in their 
titles. The sequence for the Vespers for the Dedication of the Church of St. Mark 
was sung only once a year in the basilica, during which the treasury of the 
basilica was displayed. It was one of the most important liturgical and musical 
67 Moore, ''Vespers at St Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco 
Cavalli" (PhD. diss., University of Michigan, 1981), 274. 
68 Typis Societatis Sancti Joannis Evangelistae, A ntiphonale Sacrosancte Romanae Ecclesiae (Rome: 
Desclee & Soch, 1949), 44. 
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events of the year and the large works from the Musiche Sacre were very likely 
composed specifically for this day.69 
CHART 23 -Psalm Sequences containing Musiche Sacre Motets 
Male Sequence 
Dixit Dominus, Confitebor, Beatus vir, Laudate pueri, and Laudate Dominum 
Female Sequence 
Dixit Dominus, Laudate pueri, Laetatus sum, Nisi Dominus, and Lauda Jerusalem 
Common of Apostles and Evangelists 
Dixit Dominus, Laudate pueri, Credidi, In convertendo, and Domine probasti me 
Common of Martyrs 
Dixit Dominus, Confitebor, Beatus vir, Laudate pueri, and Credidi 
Common of Virgins and Feasts of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
Dixit Dominus, Laudate pueri, Laetatus sum, Nisi Dominus, and Lauda Jerusalem 
Dedication of the Church of St. Mark 
Dixit Dominus, Confitebor, Beatus vir, Laudate pueri, and Lauda Jerusalem 
69 Moore, Vespers at St Mark 's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco Cavalli, 
188-193. 
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Whereas these vesper sequences could have been celebrated using 
Cavalli's music in any church, St. Mark's carries with it a special provision 
pertaining to the celebration of Vespers, or any other service for that matter. The 
basilica is home to the Pala d'oro, the high altar retable considered to be the most 
precious and refined expression of Byzantine craftsmanship as it is gilt and 
encrusted with jewels. It glorifies St. Mark through the veneration of his relics. It 
is only open during the most important liturgical celebrations in the basilica; 
during the rest of the year it is kept covered.70 If the Pala d'oro was displayed 
during vespers, then the music would consist of psalms composed in two four-
part choirs in the older salmi spezzati style.71 Since Venice chose to salute its 
former glory on such days with the traditional prima prattica style for which it 
was most famous, the concertato motets of the Musiche Sacre become more 
important as examples of seconda prattica style being performed in the basilica on 
the second-highest echelon of liturgical feasts. 
The final portion of Vespers began with the reading of the chapter 
(capitulum), followed by the singing of the hymns assigned for that day from the 
Psalterium.72 Iste Confessor is the hymn for the Common of a Confessor, and is also 
used for the Feast of St. Joachim. Exsultet Orbis is used for the Common of 
Apostles, except at Eastertide. Deus Tuorum Militum is the hymn for the Common 
of One Martyr, while Jesu, Corona Virginum is used for the Common of Virgins. 
70 Maria DaVilla Urbani, "The Pala d'Oro," Basilica di San Marco, 
http:/ I www.basilicasanmarco.it/WAI/ eng/basilica/ tesoro/ interne/ pala.bsm (accessed July 10, 
2011) . 
71 Rosand, "Venice, 1580-1680," in The Early Baroque Era: 80. 
72 Bernard Hausmann, Learning the New Brevian; (New York: Benziger Brothers, 1961), 46. 
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Ave Maris Stella is used for all Feasts of the Blessed Virgin Mary.73 In the 
seventeenth-century, hymns were designed to be used with any text in the 
requisite meter. Thus, the smaller number of surviving hymn settings were likely 
applied to the entire Liber Hymnarius?4 While such substitutions are possible 
using the hymns of the Musiche Sacre, the intricacies of their composition would 
undoubtedly make word substitution difficult. 
The hymn was followed by a versicle and response, after which the 
Magnificat was sung during the incensing of the altar?5 The Magnificat, or 
Canticle of Mary, along with its antiphons, is the textual climax of the Office of 
Vespers, and closes the service?6 After the Magnificat and its antiphon, the collect 
of the day was read and commemorative antiphons were sung. The Marian 
antiphons were sung at the end of the office of Compline; however, when 
Compline did not immediately follow Vespers, the Marian antiphon appropriate 
to the season was sung?7 Alma Redemptoris Mater is sung from the Vespers of 
Saturday before the First Sunday in Advent to the Purification, inclusively. Ave 
Regina Caelorum is used from the Feast of the Purification to Maundy Thursday, 
exclusively. Regina Caeli is sung from Holy Saturday until Trinity Eve, and Salve 
Regina appears from First Vespers of Trinity Sunday to Advent?8 
73 The Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, Manual of Prayers for the Use of the Catholic Laity (New 
York: Christian Press Association Publishing Co., 1896), 217-218. 
74 Moore, "Vespers at St Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco 
Cavalli" (PhD. diss., University of Michigan, 1981), 286-287. 
75 Typis Societatis Sancti Joannis Evangelistae, Antiphonale Sacrosancte Romanae Ecclesiae, 52. 
76 Ron Jeffers, Translations and Annotations of Choral Repertoire, Vol. 1. (Corvallis, Oregon: 
Earthsongs, 1988), 156. 
77 Ibid., 289. 
78 The Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, Manual of Prayers for the Use of the Catholic Laity, 76-79. 
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Modern Use 
The length, demanding vocal forces, instrumental components, and Latin 
texts of the Musiche Sacre motets make them impractical for modem liturgical 
use, save for the most exceptional of occasions and churches. Thus, the concert 
hall is a more likely venue for modem performance. In fact, any of the sequences 
outlined earlier would fill a concert program, especially if augmented with the 
instrumental canzonas and sonatas that Cavalli included in the Musiche Sacre. 
They are scored for progressively larger forces: three, four, six, eight, ten, and 
twelve parts. Nevertheless, these works would complement a Vespers service 
well if performed one after each psalm, with the final twelve-part sonata played 
after the Magnificat?9 
79 Moore, "Vespers at St Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco 




Issues concerning performance practice arise with every new edition of 
works from the seventeenth-century, and the Musiche Sacre is no exception. In 
most cases, that which Cavalli has not made explicit through instruction can be 
deciphered through careful examination of the score. Venetian music publishers 
of the period built a certain degree of ambiguity into their prints so as to widen 
the market of potential customers.80 Similarly, many Baroque conventions were 
understood by performers and did not call for detailed explanation. A successful 
performance of any of the motets of the Musiche Sacre will depend upon the 
careful contemplation of ensemble size, voicing, choice of instruments, pitch 
center, continuo practice, tempo, metric relationships, the execution of coronas, 
dynamics and missing verses. 
Ensemble Size 
While there is no evidence that the Musiche Sacre was intended specifically 
for St. Mark's Basilica, given the scope of its large motets and the fact that Cavalli 
was employed there nearly all of his life, it seems highly likely. The motets' 
publication, however, makes any church or court with the requisite number of 
players and instruments a possibility. 
The largest scoring in the motets is for the Magnificat and calls for two 
four-voice choirs, two violins, continuo, one optional violoncino or bassoon, 
80 Rosand, "Music in the Myth of Venice," Renaissance Quarterly: 533. 
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three optional trombones, and optional ripieni singers. Given this, a vesper 
performance could be executed with as few as eleven musicians. In his book 
Vespers at St. Mark's, James H. Moore suggests that the musical forces would 
have included four soloists and sixteen ripieno singers each for Choir 1 and 
Choir 2, three violas and one violoncello doubling Choir 1, one cornetto and the 
three optional trombones doubling Choir 2, two violins and one violoncello for 
the obbligato parts, plus two cornettos and a bassoon as a contrasting obbligato 
group, and a continuo group containing two large organs, two chamber organs, a 
theorbo and a violone.81 This scoring provides for an attractive contrast of timbre 
between the two choirs. However, given the fact that few trombonists were hired 
after the plague of 1630,82 Choir 2 may have been doubled by string instruments. 
While Rovetta sets the optimal number of singers in St. Mark's cappella at forty 
singers, the number fluctuated according to economic conditions.83 A modern 
performance might include the forces previously listed in greater number, with 
care taken not to weigh the ensemble down with too many performers. 
Alternately, using fewer players, an effective performance could be given with 
eight singers, two violinists and a cellist covering the obbligato lines, and a 
continuo organ, or one that offers similar registers. As few as sixteen ripieno 
singers could be added to this ensemble to create a contrast between soloists and 
choirs. 
81 Moore, Vespers at St Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco Cavalli, 
102. 
82 Eleanor Selfridge-Field, "Bassano and the Orchestra of St. Mark's," Early Music 4 (1976): 156. 
83 Jeffrey Kurtzman, The Monteverdi Vespers of1610. Music, Context, Performance (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1999), 379. 
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Voicing 
The soloists would have been the best singers in St. Mark's cappella, 84 
many of whom were also engaged in the Venetian opera performances.85 The 
parts are virtuosic and the ranges are wide, mirroring the operatic trends of the 
time.86 The bass of Choir 1 would have to be agile enough to maneuver the range 
and quick rhythm of a passage such as mm. 297-303 of Confitebor in addition to 
having the range to sing the "C" written in m. 102 of In convertendo. The tenor 
parts are typical for the period, lying mostly from "c" to "g1". The singer would 
need the vocal dexterity to handle swift melismas such as the one in mm. 272-276 
of Dixit Dominus. The alto parts were sung by adult falsettists or castrati.87 The 
ranges extend lower than the standard range of a modern female alto and the 
tessitura often sits well below the staff such as in mm. 106-119 of Lauda Jerusalem, 
which asks the alto to sing "g" eight times. Furthermore, records indicate that 
castrati were employed at St. Mark's, and they were certainly used in opera 
houses. Castrati or falsettists could have sung the cantus solo parts as well, for 
they were hired as both sopranos and altos at the basilica.88 The parts are typical 
in range, but require vocal dexterity to facilitate the range and rhythm of mm. 
273-276 of Laudate pueri. The vocal parts labeled for the optional ripieni are 
standard for the period and could be handled by any singer employed in a 
Venetian cappella or any modern SA TB choir. 
84 Moore, Vespers at St Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco Cavalli, 
103. 
85 Arnold, "Cavalli at St Mark's," Early Music: 266. 
86 Schulenberg, Music of the Baroque, 44. 
87 Kurtzman, The Monteverdi Vespers of1610. Music, Context, Performance, 376. 
88 Denis Arnold, "Venetian Motets and their Singers," The Musical Times 119 (1978): 319. 
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Choice of Instruments 
The Musiche Sacre calls for a violoncino, an earlier version of the modern 
violoncello. It uses the same tuning as its modern equivalent, but is smaller in 
size. It was used in Venice, Bologna, and Bergamo by composers such as Merula, 
Cazzati, and Legrenzi. A violoncello would be the appropriate replacement in a 
modern performance.89 
The lack of woodwinds in the Musiche Sacre is not surprising given that by 
the middle of the seventeenth-century, strings and trombones were the only 
instruments used in St. Mark's Basilica, reflecting a move toward monochrome 
sounds within the string and brass instrumental families. 90 Aside from the 
optional violas in Laetatus Sum, and the optional bassoon and theorbo associated 
with the continuo, no other instruments are mentioned in the print. Although 
cornettos are not mentioned specifically, the practice of doubling voices with 
instruments was widespread and well established in Italy by 1600, and their 
occasional use for doubling purposes would not have been unusual.91 
Pitch Center 
The appropriate pitch center for Musiche Sacre is a1 =440Hz. The music 
bears this out in its tessitura and vocal ranges. The vocal lines do not sit higher or 
lower than what is normal for each voice type, and though the range of the bass 
voice in particular extends extremely low, the upper boundary of "e1" is typical. 
89 Stephen Bonta, Studies in Italian Sacred and Instrumental Music in the 17111 Century (Burlington, 
VT: Ashgate/Variorum, 2003), 41. 
90 Hill, Baroque Music, 86. 
91 Lodovico da Viadana, preface to Salmi a Quattro Chari (1612), trans. in Roche, North Italian 
Church Music in the Age of Monteverdi (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), 188-119. 
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Similarly, the highest notes of the tenor, alto, and canto voices are "g1", "c2", and 
"a2", respectively. These are all typical upper boundaries as well. In addition, 
a1=440Hz was described as 'Italian pitch' by Praetorius in 1619,92 and the 'organ 
pitch' of Venice is described as a1=440Hz plus one semitone by Doni in 1640.93 
This 'organ pitch' center would not be impossible by the virtuoso singers needed 
to execute the Musiche Sacre, but would make the tessitura of each vocal line a bit 
uncomfortable. Any pitch center below a1=440Hz would make the lower range of 
the bass line nearly impossible and would fail to take advantage of the full 
brilliance of the singers' upper registers. 
Continuo Practice 
The organa di legno was the normal continuo instrument for ecclesiastical use.94 
Works scored for multiple choirs or orchestras used a different organ for each 
group.95 The theorbo would at times join the organ/697 and is listed as an optional 
instrument for Salve Regina, Ave Maris Stella, Exsultet Orbis, In Convertendo, Jesu 
Corona Virginum, and Alma Redemptoris Mater in the Musiche Sacre. It was likely 
used in the solo portions of the larger motets, and two singers from the cappella 
are known to have been theorbo players.98 Continuo parts in Venetian concertato 
92 Michael Praetorius, Syntagma musicum II (1 619), trans. David Z. Crookes (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1986), 14-17. 
93 Doni, Giovanni Battista. Annotazioni sopra il comendio (Rome: Fei, 1640), 181 -182. 
94 Peter Williams, "Basso Continuo on the Organ, II," Music & Letters 50 (1969): 230. 
95 Selfridge-Field, "Bassano and the Orchestra of St. Mark's," Early Music: 157. 
96 Stephen Stubbs, "L'armonia sonora: Continuo Orchestration in Monteverdi's Orfeo," Early 
Music 22 (1994): 93. 
97 Douglas Alton Smith, "On the Origin of the Chitarrone," Journal of the A merican Musicological 
Society 32 (1979): 440. 
98 Moore, "Vespers at St Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco 
Cavalli" (PhD. diss., University of Michigan, 1981), 161. 
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music of the Baroque were not necessarily doubled by string instruments.99 
However, the violoncino part is essentially doubling portions of the continuo, and 
Cavalli states that a bassoon could have doubled the continuo. A violone was 
often used to reinforce the bass line.100 In fact, Cavalli calls for it specifically in his 
later vesper settings and Requiem, but this was not, however, the practice 
throughout Italy. The score indicates in several places that a sixteen-foot 
continuo voice is expected, whether from a string instrument or organ 
registration.101 The absence of this sixteen-foot voice creates an unacceptable 
fourth interval between bass 2 and the continuo in m. 165 of Confitebor. Its 
absence also creates moments where other voices cross below the continuo part 
such as in m. 72 of Beatus vir, mm. 10, 58, 61, 66 and 67 in Exsultet Orbis, mm. 163, 
164, and 167 in Laetatus sum, and mm. 4-5 of Laudate pueri. The continuo figures 
provided in such places also expect doubling at a lower octave and are incorrect 
without it. The bass line should not become too heavy if augmented, and in 
modern performance the acoustics of the hall should be considered. Other 
continuo instruments used on special occasions include bass violas, lutes, harps 
and citterns.102 A harpsichord was rarely used.103 
99 Kurtzman, The Monteverdi Vespers of1610. Music, Context, Performance, 356. 
100 Selfridge-Field, "Bassano and the Orchestra of St. Mark's," Early Music: 157. 
101 Georg Muffat, preface to Armonico tributo (Salzburg: J. B. Mayr, 1682), iii-iv. 
102 Agostino Agazzari, Del Suonare Sopra'l Basso con tutti li stromenti e dell'uso lora nel conserto 
(Siena: Falcini, 1607), 6 -10. 
103 Williams, "Basso Continuo on the Organ, II," Music & Letters: 230. 
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Tempo 
There are no tempo indications in the Musiche Sacre. The music itself 
serves as a guide to tempo because of text setting and chord progression. In 
service to the meaning of the text, Cavalli has set words in fast rhythms using 
eighth- and sixteenth-note figures, as well as stretching word syllables over 
longer note values, sometimes in the same musical passage, such as in mm. 279-
286 of Beatus vir and mm. 134-155 of Lauda Jerusalem. In the first example, a 
tempo of quarter-note=100 may seem like a slow start to the 'Peccator' section, 
but it will seem fast at the' et irascetur' figures. Similarly in the second example, 
the 'Mittit crystallum' section may lose forward momentum with a tempo slower 
than quarter-note=120, but a faster tempo may make the shorter note values of 
the' ante Jaciem' section hard to maneuver. When such passages are performed at 
a tempo accommodating the longer note values, the faster note portions of the 
same passages must be performed very quickly. Thus, a tempo must be chosen 
carefully so as to accommodate a steady forward motion in the slower portions, 
as well as the quick text declamation in the faster portions. It is clear that Cavalli 
intends for the fast syllabic music of his motets to be executed more quickly than 
similar passages in the music of his contemporaries. 
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Metric Relationships 
Metric relationships are less strict than in the music of the Renaissance, 
especially between adjacent sections of larger works.104 Though many 
corresponding meters between duple and triple sections are proportional, a strict 
adherence to the original pulse and meter may eventually subvert organic text 
declamation or harmonic flow. For example, Laetatus sum contains three adjacent 
sections in common time that work best using different metronome markings. 
The tempo in play in mm. 180-194 is too slow for mm. 195-227, and the doxology 
that follows in m. 228 seems to call for a statelier tempo than either of the 
previous tempi. As in opera, Cavalli 'sets a new scene' with each new section of 
text, and the pulse should be derived from the new music as opposed to the 
previous meter.105 
Coronas 
Coronas were haphazardly applied to the Musiche Sacre print. They are 
used to indicate that a particular voice has reached the end of a phrase. When 
such an occurrence coincides with the end of a section, a slight lengthening of the 
note may be appropriate. The occurrence of a corona does not indicate a stopping 
or stretching point in any universal sense. In fact, there are two specific passages 
in the print that argue against note elongation. In m. 148 of Dixit Dominus, the 
alto begins its solo with moving notes as the strings end their ritornello with 
104 Putnam Aldrich, Rhythm in Seventeenth-CentunJ Italian Monody (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, 1966), 12-13. 
105 Hill, Baroque Music, 211. 
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whole notes with coronas. The same happens in m. 169 of the same motet as the 
canto begins its solo. In mm. 337 and 341 the situation is reversed as the voices 
cadence in whole notes with coronas while the strings begin quarter note scales. 
One can conclude that Cavalli clearly did not intend for the music to stop or slow 
at any of these places. 
Dynamics 
The dynamic markings 'forte' and 'piano' appear in the print only once 
and twice, respectively. The 'forte' marking appears in the continuo part of the 
Magnificat in m. 318. Interestingly, canto 1 is the only other participating part at 
that moment in the music, the start of a fughetto, and is not given a 'forte' in its 
part. In fact, all the other voices and strings enter individually and none are 
given a dynamic marking. The marking was presumably given to the continuo as 
an instruction to add upper work, such as 2' and 4' principals106 that would 
support a tutti texture. The following section beginning in m. 362 indicates 
'piano' in the continuo part to highlight the contrasting texture of a string 
ritornello and vocal duet. Again, since no other participating part at this point in 
the music is given a dynamic, it is a loose instruction for a lighter organ textural 
registration of 8' flute or principal,107 and the selection of a continuo 
configuration suitable for solo voices. Elsewhere in the print, the continuo part is 
supplied information about texture, and consequently dynamic, using the words 
"tutti", "solo", "soli", "a2", and so forth. The only other appearance of 'piano' is 
106 Peter Williams, "Basso Continuo on the Organ, 1," Music & Letters 50 (1969): 149. 
107 Williams, "Basso Continuo on the Organ, II," Music & Letters: 236. 
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in m. 230 of Credidi. In this instance, the marking appears in all parts as the piece 
is ended with the repeat of the preceding eight-beat cadence. The practice of 
exact repetitions being performed with dynamic contrast was standard, and may 
have been a performance choice without the marking.108 Elsewhere in the print, 
such musical repetition is not given an explicit dynamic marking. For instance, 
Alma Redemptoris Mater ends with a repetitive and lengthy section beginning in 
m. 66 that might benefit from dynamic contrast though none is explicitly 
dictated. Cavalli is a master of musical texture in his creative contrasting of tutti 
and solo sections, and the layering of voices within each section, essentially 
writing dynamic contrast into the music. 
Missing Verses 
The hymn Ave maris stella is missing two verses of text. The fifth and sixth 
verses are absent from all parts save the text cues "Virgo singularis" and "Vitam 
praesta" which only appear in the Violino 2 part at the conclusion of the fourth 
verse. The lack of text cues in the other parts suggests that this is indeed a 
printing error and that those verses are intentionally omitted, however, two 
alternate possibilities exist. The first is that the text of the two verses was to be 
applied to the music of a previous verse by the singer. This option would be 
more credible had the text cues for either verse appeared in any other part. The 
second possibility is that any missing verse may have been represented by an 
organ interlude or verset, as Rovetta had preViously done in his setting of the 
108 Robert Donington, Baroque Music: Style and Performance: a Handbook (New York: W. W. Norton 
& Company, Inc., 1982), 33. 
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same hymn in 1635.109 Again, the lack of cues in the continuo part or instruction 
elsewhere in the print on the subject make this option an unlikely possibility. 
Modern performances of the hymn may opt for either possibility, or both, or 
omit the verses as Cavalli probably intended. 
109 Moore, "Vespers at St Mark's: Music of Alessandro Grandi, Giovanni Rovetta, and Francesco 
Cavalli" (PhD. diss., University of Michigan, 1981), 287. 
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PART II: PERFORMING EDITION 
Critical Report 
Sources 
The title page of Cavalli's Musiche Sacre Concernenti reads as follows: 
MVSICHE I SACRE I CONCERNENTI I Messa, e Salmi Concertati con 
Istrumenti Imni Antifone & I Sonate, A Due 3. 4. 5. 6. 8. 10. e 12. Voci I D I I 
FRANCESCO CAVALLI I Organista Della Serenissima Republica, in S. Marco. I 
CONSACRATE I AL SERENISSIMO I GIO. CARLO I CARDINAL, DE MEDICI 
I CON PRIVILEGIO I [Typographical device of Vincenti] I IN VENETIA I 
Appresso Alessandro Vincenti MDCL VI. 
= RISM C-1565 
The publication includes 12 partbooks: Canto Primo, Alto Primo, Tenore 
Primo, Basso Primo, Canto Secondo, Alto Secondo, Tenore Secondo, Basso 
Secondo, Violino Primo, Violino Secondo, Violoncino, and Basso Continuo. 
Copies of the print are found in the following libraries: 
RSMGR- Bischoefliche Zentralbibliothek Regensburg (complete) 
RSMPB- Biblioteka Uniwersytecka Wroclaw (Canto II, Violino IT, Violoncino) 
UBOBM- Museo Internazionale e Biblioteca della Musica di Bologna (complete) 
UBOFL- Biblioteca dell' Accademia Filarmonica (complete) 
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The copy in UBOBM (RISM I-Bc), which is in excellent physical condition, 
was the main source for this edition. There are no discrepancies to be found in 
the other extant sources. 
Editorial Principles 
This critical edition has been created with the performer-scholar in mind, 
providing a score that is faithful to Cavalli's original, and easy to use in 
performance. The scores are uncluttered by superfluous editorial suggestions, 
leaving certain elements of style to the discretion of the informed performer. The 
following editorial methods and critical report outline the manner in which the 
partbooks have been combined to create a modern score, as well as any variances 
from the source, so that partbbooks may essentially be recreated if so desired. 
Thus, performers are provided with all possible information regarding any 
instances of ambiguity, and are encouraged to reach their own conclusions. The 
edition is modeled upon the Recent Researches in the Music of the Baroque Era series 
published by A-R Editions. 
Editorial Methods 
Disposition of Voices 
In order to highlight the double choir nature of the large-scale motets, 
Choir I and Choir II are scored in separate systems. In motets with fewer than 
eight singers, all singers are scored in one system with equal voices adjacent. The 
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strings are scored in a separate system to highlight the interplay between voices 
and instruments. The basso continuo is given its own system. 
Clefs 
Original clefs are given in the incipit of each composition. For the edition, 
soprano and alto clefs of the source have been transcribed in treble clef and the 
tenor clef has been transcribed in transposed treble clef. The violin and 
violoncino parts use treble and bass clefs, respectively, in the source. Clef 
changes in the continuo part are indicated by the use of equivalent treble and 
bass clefs in the transcription and are reported in the critical notes. 
Note Values, Meter, and Barlines 
Original note values have been retained in both duple- and triple-time 
passages. 
Original time signatures have been retained with any discrepancies in 
individual parts made uniform in the edition and reported in the critical notes. 
Equation signs between duple and triple meter have been avoided to allow for 
the more flexible interpretation of metrical changes during Cavalli's time. 
Barlines are rarely given in the original. When they do appear, the 
duration of their contents is not uniform. Barlines are provided according to 
modern practice in the edition. Thin-thin barlines periodically appear at the end 
of sections or verses. These have been preserved in the edition when employed 
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by the majority of participating parts in the print, with discrepancies reported in 
the critical notes. 
Note nere in triple-time passages are reproduced in normal notation with 
an open square bracket above the notes. 
Most pieces have a Zanga as the final note in the source. These are 
reproduced in the edition as a breve with a fermata. 
Tacet indications in the source have been tacitly written out in the edition, 
as have measures of rest indicated by a numeric value. 
Beaming, Slurs, and Ties 
Eighth and sixteenth notes in melismatic text underlay as well as in the 
instrumental parts are beamed according to modern editorial standards. 
Slurs rarely occur in the source, but are not used consistently in multiple 
voices throughout various passages. Due to these issues of rarity and 
inconsistency, editorial slurs have not been employed. 
Note values extending. beyond modem barlines are broken into smaller 
values and tied over the barline, with the original value reported in the critical 
notes. Ties in the source that appear within a modern measure are retained in the 
edition. 
Accidentals 
All accidentals that appear in the source are retained in the edition, even 
when redundant by modern convention. Source accidentals are applied 
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inconsistently and are supplemented with editorial accidentals in brackets, as 
necessary. In the edition, an accidental applies through the end of the measure in 
which it appears. Where the continuing application of an alteration is equivocal, 
or where an inflection called for by the conventions of Cavalli's time is missing 
altogether, editorial accidentals have been added. Musica ficta appear above the 
staff and are not considered optional. Optional editorial accidentals appear above 
the staff in parentheses. Accidentals that appear in parentheses on the staff 
indicate an alteration suggested by an immediately successive or retrospective 
altered note in the source, or implied by alterations in other parts. These are not 
considered optional. Sharps before a flatted note, as well as flats before a sharped 
note, with the function of naturals have been transcribed as naturals, with the 
original reported in the critical notes. Key signatures have been modernized in 
the edition. 
Dynamics, Solo Indications, and Text Cues 
Dynamic markings in the source are extremely rare and are not used to 
indicate a switch between solo and tutti textures. In the edition, dynamic 
markings have been standardized and applied to all relevant parts with editorial 
additions in italics. 
The extensive solo writing is indicated in a variety of ways in the source 
(i.e. Solo, Soli, a2, etc.), but seldom uniformly. In the edition, tutti and solo 
markings have been standardized and applied to all relevant parts with editorial 
additions in italics. 
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Text cues in the source are inconsistently given and are abbreviated in a 
variety of ways. In the edition, text cues have been standardized and applied to 
all relevant parts with editorial additions in italics. 
Bass Figures 
Continuo figuration is not extensively employed in the source, however 
missing signs are apparent from the context. In the edition, figures are tacitly 
placed distinctly underneath the musical point to which they apply. Sharp or flat 
figures in the source that represent uninflected pictures have been tacitly 
replaced with natural signs. Incorrect figures in the source have been removed 
or corrected and are reported in the critical notes. 
Orthography and Textual Underlay 
Cavalli's version of the psalms, hymns, and antiphons differs only slightly 
from the modern Vulgate in terms of punctuation and spelling, so the uniform 
version of the modern edition is used. The syllabification of text corresponds to 
the new edition of the Graduale Triplex1• The underlay of text in the source is 
unambiguous. Rare instances of ambiguity as well as the rare source indication 
of repetition using "ij" are indicated in the edition with italics. 




Coronas appear very sporadically in the source material and are rarely 
uniformly applied to participating parts. In the edition, coronas have been 
uniformly applied to all parts where the majority of participating parts in the 
source have coronas. Likewise, coronas have been removed in the edition from 
musical moments where a minority of participating parts in the source have 
coronas. Any addition or deletion of coronas is reported in the critical notes. 
Critical Notes 
The following notes consistently describe rejected source readings. Pitches 
are identified using the system in which c1 =middle C. The following 
abbreviations are used in the critical notes: C =canto; A= alto; T =tenore; B = 
basso; Vn = violino; Vc = violoncino; Be= basso continuo; Va =viola; Ti = tiorba; 
L = longa; BR =breve; SB = semibreve; M = minima; SM = semiminima; FU = 
£usa; SF = semifusa. 
Entries are read: 
measure number.part(s).event within measure (or spectrum).comment 
Where no event number is given, the comment applies to the entire 
measure. 
Dixit Dominus 
l.Cl."Tutti" hand-written; 15.Bc.2."6"; 18.Bc.2."6"; 27 .Vn2.2.a1-sharp; 27.Vn2.3.fl; 
35.Vn2.l.M; 39.C2.4.g1-sharp; 46.Cl.3.b1; 49.T2.1." a 2"; 87.Bc.3." #"; 97.Al.l.SB; 
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98.Al.l.SB; 105.A2,B2.l.dotted SB; 108.Vn1.2."Gloria"; 120.C2,B2.l.dotted SB; 
145.Vnl.5.e2; 145.Bc.6.illegible; 168.Vnl.l.bl; 148.Cl."Tecum"; 19l.Vc."Diminus"; 
20l.Bc.6."6"; 222.Vnl.l.M; 223.Vnl.l.M; 226.T2.l.d1; 234.Bc.2."#"; 
243.Al.3-246.2."in terra, in terra multorum"; 248.Bc.2."#"; 249.Al.3-252.2."in 
terra, in terra multorum"; 25l.Bc.2."#"; 254.Tl.2.a; 268.Al."De torrente"; 
268.C2,A2,T2,B2,Vnl,Vn2,Vc."De torente"; 270.Cl.7.SF; 289.Tl.13.e-sharp; 
337.Vn2.4,5.f1,g1-sharp; 346.B2.l.dotted SB; 349.Vnl,Vn2.l.SB; 36l.Al.2.e1; 
382.A2.l.SB; 409.Cl,Al,Tl,Bl,C2,T2,B2,Vnl,Vn2,Vc,Bc.5.L; 409.A2.l.L,f1 
Confitebor 
73.Vnl."Confessio"; 80.Bc.2-83.l.tenor clef; 145.B2.source lacks six beats of rest; 
205.Vnl.2.e2; 205.Vnl.3.d2; 228.Bc.l.dotted M 229.Tl.3.dotted SM; 232.Bc.tenor 
clef; 238.Bc.l-239.tenor clef; 243.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Intellectus"; 310.Bc.l-312.tenor clef; 
312.Bc.3." #" 
Beatus Vir 
98.Tl,Al,Bl.l.SB; 98.Bc.2-99.4.tenor clef; 112.Al.l.dotted SB; 122.Bl.l.dotted SM; 
122.Bl.3,4.f,g; 136.Vc.l-145.l.tenor clef; 136.Bc.l-138.2.tenor clef; 14l.Vc.l.SB; 
147.Bc.l.dotted SB; 147.Vnl.2.SB; 150.Vnl.2.M; 154.Bc.3."4 3"; 159.Tl.8.SM; 




18.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Sit nomen"; 29.C2.l.SB; 33.Bc.l-4l.l.tenor clef; 64.Bc.2."6 7"; 
66.C2.l.SB; 64.C2.3."&"; 64.Bl.l."&"; 66.Cl.l.dotted SB; 75.Vnl,Vn2,Vc." A solis"; 
76.T1.2.SM rest; 83.Bc.2."#"; 85.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Excelsus"; 93.Bc.l-113.4.tenor clef; 
100.Bc.4."5 6"; 114.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Quis"; 142.Vn2.1.dotted SB; 
144.Vnl,Vn2,Vc,Bc.l.SB; 145.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Suscitans"; 148.Tl.l.SB; 
168.Tl.l."inopem"; 169.Bl.l.corona; 170.Vn2.l.dotted SB; 177.Vn2.l.dotted SB; 
179.Vnl.l.SB; 180.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Ut collocet eum"; 206.Cl.l.dotted SB; 
230.Vnl.l.dotted SB; 232.Bc.l-235.l.tenor clef; 235.C2.l.dotted SB; 
240.Cl,Al.l.dotted SB; 246.C2.l.dotted SB; 269.Vnl,Bc.l.SB; 
270.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Gloria"; 330.Vnl.l.SB; 33l.Vc."Sicut erat"; 372.Vc.dotted SB 
rest missing; 386.Vnl,Bc.l.SB; 392.Tl.l.SB; 431-432.C2.3 SB of rest missing; 
435.Bc.l-440.l.tenor clef; 440.Cl,C2.1.dotted SB; 461.Tl.l,2.e,e; 
483.Bc.2-495.l.tenor clef; 493.Bc.l."6" 
Laudate Dominum 
l.Vn2."Laudate Domino"; 4.Al,Bc.4.M; S.Vc.SB rest missing; 6.Cl.4.M; 
7.Al,Tl,Bl,Vc.4.M; 13.Tl,Bc.4.M; 15.A1.4.M; 16.Cl,Tl,Bl,Vc.4.M; 
16.B2.l."omnes"; 23.Cl,Bc.4.M; 25.Cl.4.M; 26.Vnl.4.dotted SM; 26.Bl,Vc.4.M; 
33.Bl,Bc.4.M; 35.Cl.4.M; 36.Al,Tl,Bl,Vc.4.M; 38.Cl.4.M; 38.A2.4."e" of "omnes" 
printed upside-down; 40.Cl.4.M; 42.Al,Tl,C2,A2,T2,B2,Vnl,Vn2,Bc.no corona; 
43.Vn2.3.dotted M; 45.Cl,C2,B2."Quoniam"; 45.Bc.l. "b "; 48.Tl.3.dotted M; 
49.Tl.3.dotted M; 50.Bc.3.SB; 5l.Al.3.dotted M; 58.T2.3.dotted M; 
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60.A2.3.dotted M; 62.C1,A1,B2."Sinfonia"; 66.Bc.l. 11 b "; 72.Vc.l.SB; 73.Bc.1. II b "; 
76.Bc.1. II b "; 98.Bc.2. 11 #"; 101.A2,T2,B2."Sinfonia"; 102.A1.11Sinfonia"; 
104.Bc.1. II b "; 110.C2.1.5 BR rest missing; 110.Vc.1.SB; 122.A2.3.dotted M; 
124.Bc.2-127.tenor clef; 126.C2.3.dotted M; 130.A1.3.dotted M; 
142.C1,C2,A2, T2,B2."Sinfonia"; 154.C1,C2,B2."Sicut erat"; 154. T2. 11Sicut erar"; 
166.A2.2.extra M,e1; 170.Bc.l. 116# 11 ; 172.T1.2.b-sharp; 180.A2.11& principia"; 
182.A2.11 & principia"; 195.Bc.1-200.tenor clef; 207.Bc.1-211.1.tenor clef; 
211.T2.3 SM rest missing; 215.Bc.1." b "; 219.C2.3 BR rest missing; 
220.C1,B1,B2,Vc,Bc.1.dotted SB; 221.A1.3.SB; 222.Vn1,C1,T1,B1,C2,B2,Vc.l.dotted 
SB; 222.Bc.l.BR; 223.C2.2.SM; 225.A1,B2,Vc.3.SB; 225.B1.1.dotted SB; 226.C1.3.SB; 
227.C1.3.b1-sharp; 227.A1,T1,B2,Vn1,Vc.1.dotted SB; 227.T2.1.M; 227.T2.M of 
content missing; 227.Bc.l.BR; 229.Vn1,Vn2.3.dotted M; 229.A1,C2,B2,Vc,Bc.3.SB; 
229.B1.3.M; 232.C2,B2,Vnl.no corona; 233.Bc.1-235.tenor clef; 239.A1.3. 11men" 
printed upside-down; 240.Vc.4.M; 242.Bc2-5.tenor clef; 245.Bc.1-4.alto clef; 
245.Bc.5-246. tenor clef; 248.V c.5.B-flat; 252.B1,A2,B2, V c,Bc.1.BR; 252. T2.3.SB; 
253.Vn2.4.M; 254.C1,A1,Vc.1.L; 254.Vn1,Vn2.5.L 
Laetatus Sum 
1.Vn2,Vc.time signature is C32; 10.B1.1.11tuS11 ; 24.Va3.3.c1; 25.Va3.1.c; 
25.Va3.3.M,c1; 37.B1.1. 11sunt"; 52.Va1.1.b1-sharp; 66.T1.2.a; 94.Va1.1.SM; 
98.Va3.1.F; 109.Vn2.4,5.a1,a1; 129.Vn2.2.g1; 149.Vn2.2.g1; 169.Vn2.2.g1; 
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175.Val.2.M; 186.Vn2.3.e2; 193.Tl.l."bus"; 217.Vn2,Val,Va2.3.M; 217.Vn1.4.M; 
239.Va3.4.F 
Nisi Dominus 
l.Tl.time signature is 3z; 12.Bc.l-13.l.tenor clef; 26.Al.2-5."frustra","ij"; 
26.Al.3.FU,fl-sharp; 35.Vnl.l.M; 42.Vn2.4.e2-sharp; 53.Vnl.l.M; 
90.Tl.l-9l."surgite"; 98.Al.3."ge"; 117.Al.2.e1-sharp; 223.Bl.3,4.cl,c1; 
226.Vnl.3.g2-sharp; 234.Bl.3.g-sharp; 249.Cl.l.c2; 280.Bc.2." t:1 "; 290.Vc.3.c1; 
299.Cl,Al,Tl,Vn2,Bc.l.SB; 330.Bl.l.dotted SB; 336.Vnl.l.SB; 348.Cl.l.dotted SB; 
354.Bl.l.dotted SB; 356.Vn2.1.SB; 360.Cl.l.SB; 375.Cl.time signature is 3; 
387.Bl.l.dotted SB; 393.Cl,Al.l.dotted SB; 409.Vn2.l.M; 429.Bl.l.dotted SB; 
429.Tl.l.M; 433.Cl.l.SB 
Lauda Jerusalem 
l.B2."Tutti"; 50.C2,T2.3.SB; 6l.T2.3.SB; 73.T2.3.SB; 82.Bc.l."6"; 104.Vn1.3.e2; 
136.Tl.3."Christallum"; 137.A2."Crystalum"; 140.T2,B2,Vnl,Vc,Bc.l.BR; 
140.Cl.3.SB; 142.A2."buccella"; 144.Al."u" in "sustinebit'' printed upside-down; 
153.A2,Vnl.4.M; 155.Cl,Bl,C2,A2,T2,B2,Vnl,Vn2.ends with double barline; 
156.Cl,C2,Vnl,Vn2."Emitet tacet''; 156.Bl."Exotit Tacet"; 
156.A2,Vc."Emitet Tacet, Qui annuntiat Tacet, Non fecit Tacet"; 
156.T2,B2."Emitet Tacet, Qui annuntiat Non fecit, Tacet''; 169.Vc.l.SB; 
179.Al.3.b; 210.Al.3.g1-sharp; 210.Al.4.f1; 216.Tl.ends with double barline; 
217.A2,T2,B2."Qui annuntiat"; 217.Al.ends with double bar; 
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217.Tl."Qui annuntiat Tacet"; 218.Al."Qui annuntiat Tacet"; 218.Bl."anuntiat"; 
225.Bl."iustitia"; 230.Bl,Vnl,Vn2.ends with double barline; 
230.Cl."Qui annunciat Tacet"; 231.Bl,Vnl,Vn2."Non fecit Tacet"; 
23l.A2,T2,B2."Non fecit"; 232.C2."Qui annuntiat Tacet"; 233.C2." A 2"; 
244.Cl,C2.4.dotted SM; 248.Cl.4.FU; 251.Tl."Non fecit tacet"; 252.Al."Non fecit 
Tacet"; 273.A2.l.e1; 278.B2.3.c1; 289.B2.l.dotted SB; 296.Vc.l."6"; 
297.C2,A2,B2.l.dotted SB; 300.A2.3.g1; 307.Vnl.3.dotted M; 307.Cl.3.SB; 
307.Al, Tl,Bl, T2.l.dotted SB; 309.Cl.l.dotted SB; 309.Al, Tl,Bl, T2,B2, V c,Bc.l.BR; 
309.A2.1,2.dl,d1; 309.A2.3.dotted M; 309.T2.l.b 
Credidi 
l.Al,Tl,Vnl,Vc,Bc.time signature is C32; l.Vn2.time signature is 3; 39.Bc.l.SB; 
40.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Ego dixi"; 53.Bl.4.b; 62.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Quid retribuam"; 
67.Tl."tribuam"; 70.Al,Tl.time signature is 3; 75.Tl."tribuam"; 95.Bc.l."3 4 3"; 
97.Bl.6.SF; 108.Bl.3.b-sharp; 114.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."O Domine"; 
127.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Disrupisti"; 14l.Bc.l-145.tenor clef; 164.Bl.time signature is 3; 
172.Bc.2.M; 179.Vn2.2.d2-sharp; 187.Tl.6.M; 193.Tl.3,4.M,M; 194.Tl.6.M; 
197.Vc.l-203.tenor clef; 203.Vn2,Vc.l.SB 
In Convertendo 
ll.T2.2.b-sharp; 44.Bc.2.hand-written; 67.Tl.4.f; 75.Vc,Bc.3."6"; 




19.Bl.l.SB; 41.Vnl,Vn2,V c."Intellexisti"; 7l.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Ecce Domini"; 
87.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Mirabilis"; 193.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Quia tu possedisti"; 
20l.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Confitebor"; 210.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Non est"; 22l.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."In 
perfectum"; 229.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Mihi autem"; 260.Vc."Non ne"; 
272.Vnl."Perfecto"; 272.Vn2, V c."Perfecto odio"; 286.Vnl."Proba"; 
286.Vn2,Vc."Proba me"; 323.Vnl.l.SB; 324.Cl,Al.dotted SB rest missing; 
325.Vn2,Vc."Gloria"; 330-33l.Vn2.2 SB of rest missing; 330.Bc.l." #"; 
33l.Vc.SB rest missing; 34l.Vn2,Vc.l.SB; 350.Cl.l.SB; 352.Vn2,Vc.l.SB; 
359.Cl.l.SB 
Iste Confessor 
40.Vnl.l.g2; 45.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Qui pius"; 80.Vnl.l.g2; 85.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Cujus ob 
praestans"; 124.Vnl.l.g2; 129.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Noster hinc illi"; 165.Vnl.l.g2; 
170.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Sit salus illi"; 179.Bc.l.SB; 
Ave Maris Stella 
l.Al,Tl,Bl,Vnl,Vn2,Ti,Bc.time signature is C31; l.Tl.2 measures of rest; 
23.Bl.l.BR; 24.Bl.l.BR; 26.Al.l.BR; 28.T1.2,3.dotted BR,SB; 29.Al,Tl,Bl.l.L; 
44.Vnl.l.BR; 45.Ti.2.SB; 46.Ti.2.dotted BR; 47.Vn2,Ti.l.L; 
48.Vnl,Vn2."Sumens illud Ave"; 48.Bc.l."Da capo" and repeat sign; 
75.Al.l.f1; 76.Al.l.L; 9l.Vn1.l.BR; 92.Ti.2.SB; 93.Ti.2.dotted BR; 94.Vn2.l.L; 
95.Vnl,Vn2."Solve"; 115.Tl.5."le"; 123.Tl.l.L; 139.Ti.2.SB; 140.Ti.2.dotted BR; 
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142.Vnl."Monstra te"; 142.Vn2."Monstra"; 142.Bl.l.BR; 170.Bl.l.L; 186.Ti.2.SB; 
187.Ti.2.dotted BR; 189.Vn2.l.BR; 189.Vnl,Vn2."Ultimo Verso"; 
194.Al,Vnl.l.dotted BR; 203.Vnl.l.BR; 204.Ti.2.BR; 204.Vnl.2.SB; 
205.Vnl.2.dotted BR; 207.Vnl.l.BR; 2ll.Bl.l.BR; 212.Bl.l.BR; 214.Al.l.BR; 
215.Ti.l.BR; 216.Tl.2.dotted BR; 217.Vn2.l.BR; 217.Bl.l.L 
Jesu Corona Virginum 
27.Vn2.l.SB; 28.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Qui pergis"; 54.Vn2.l.SB; 
55.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Quocumque"; 8l.Vn2.l.SB; 82-108.Tl.Te deprecamur verse 
missing; 113.Al.2."&"; 114.Cl,Bl.l.dotted SB 
Exsultet Orbis 
29.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Vos saeculorum"; 57.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Qui templa caeli"; 
85.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Praecepta quorum"; lOl.Vc."Ritornello da capo"; 
113.Vnl,Vn2,Vc."Ut cum redibit"; 129.Vc."Ritornello da capo" 
Deus Tuorum Militum 
15.Bl.l.SB; 20.Vnl,Vn2,Vc,Bc."Da capo per gli altri versi"; 34.Bl.l.corona; 
34.Bl.l.SB; 53.Bl.l.SB; 72.Bl.l.SB; 9l.Bl.l.SB 
Magnificat 
l.Cl.l.b1; 27.C2.l.SB; 36.Cl,Tl,Bl,C2."Sinfonia"; 43.Bc.l.SB; 52.Vnl,Vn2.1.SB; 
53.Al,Bl,C2,A2, T2,V c."Et exsultavit"; 89.C2."Sinfonia"; 95.T2,Bc.l.SB; 
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104.T2,Vn1,Vn2,Vc.l.SB; 105.C1,A1,C2,Vn1,Vc."Quia respexit"; 136.T2.3.b-sharp; 
142.Bc.1-146.l.tenor clef; 160.Vn1,Vn2,Vc."Quia fecit"; 164.Tl.2."Tutti"; 
177.B2.l.M; 198.T2.l.SB; 217.C1,C2,Vn1,Vn2,Vc."Et misericordia"; 254.Bc.2-
261.2.tenor clef; 255.Bl.l.dotted SB; 258.Bc.3."#"; 262.C1,T1.l.dotted SB; 
282.C1,A1,Bl.1.dotted SB; 290.B2.l.dotted SB; 297.Vn1,Vn2,Vc."Deposuit"; 
318.Bc.1-323.4.soprano clef; 318.T2,B2, Vn1, Vn2, V c."Esurientes"; 
323.Bc.5-325.l.tenor clef; 336.Bc.2-339.l.tenor clef; 348.Bc.2-351.1.tenor clef; 
355.Bc.3."6#"; 362.C1,A1,T1,B1,C2,A2,T2,B2."Ritornello"; 367.Vn2.3.a1-sharp; 
368.Vn2.l.corona; 368.Vc,Bc.2-375.3.tenor clef; 380.T1,B1,C2,A2,T2,B2."Suscepit"; 
38l.Vc."Suscepit"; 387.Bc.2." ~ "; 402.Bc.l.SB; 423.A2,T2,B2."Ritornello"; 
428.Vn2.3.a1-sharp; 429.Bc.2-434.2.tenor clef; 429.Vc.2-436.3.tenor clef; 
44l.Vn2.l.SB; 442.C1,A1, T1,B1,C2, Vn1, Vn2, V c."Sicut locutus"; 469.A2.l.SB; 
47l.T2.l.SB; 486.T2.l.SB; 497.B2.l.SB; 51l.Vnl."Nunc et semper"; 519.Al.1.SB; 
533.Bc.2-539.l.tenor clef; 548.Bc.1-56l.l.tenor clef; 568.Vnl.l.SB 
Ave Regina Caelorum 
None 
Regina Caeli 
17.Tl.l.g; 19.T1.l.b-flat; 46.Bc.1."5 6"; 53.Al.l.SB; 81.Bc.time signature is 3 
Salve Regina 
3.Vc.1."#"; 25.A1.3-26.l.dotted M; 48.Bc.1."6 5"; 68.Vc.4.A,"#"; 71.Bl.7.SM; 
77.B1.6.FU; 87.Bl.l.g-sharp; 90.Bc.l."6"; 113.Vc.1,2.M,M; 113.Vc.l.d-sharp; 
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113.Vc.time signature unchanged until m.l14; 115.Al.l.M; 127.Bl.3,4.g-sharp,g-
sharp; 129.Bl.3.b-natural; 135.Al.no key signature change; 144.Tl,Bl.3.new key 
signature 
Alma Redemptoris Mater 
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